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ABSTRACT 
 
An experimental investigation of an M level (M = 16, 64 and 256) Quadrature 
Amplitude Modulation (QAM) transmission system suitable for video transmission is 
presented. The communication system is based on layered video coding and unequal 
error protection to make the video bitstream robust to channel errors. An 
implementation is described in which H.264 video is protected unequally by 
partitioning the compressed data into two layers of different visual importance. The 
partition scheme is based on a separation of the group of pictures (GoP) in the intra-
coded frame (I-frame) and predictive coded frame (P frame). This partition scheme is 
then applied to split the H.264-coded video bitstream and is suitable for Constant Bit 
Rate (CBR) transmission. 
 
Unequal error protection is based on uniform and non-uniform M-QAM constellations 
in conjunction with different scenarios of splitting the transmitted symbol for protection 
of the more important information of the video data; different constellation 
arrangements are proposed and evaluated to increase the capacity of the high priority 
layer. The performance of the transmission system is evaluated under Additive White 
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and Rayleigh fading conditions.  
 
Simulation results showed that in noisy channels the decoded video can be improved by 
assigning a larger portion of the video data to the enhancement layer in conjunction 
with non-uniform constellation arrangements; in better channel conditions the quality of 
the received video can be improved by assigning more bits in the high priority channel 
 ii 
 
and using uniform constellations. The aforementioned varying conditions can make the 
video transmission more successful over error-prone channels. Further techniques were 
developed to combat various channel impairments by considering channel coding 
methods suitable for layered video coding applications. It is shown that a combination 
of non-uniform M-QAM and forward error correction (FEC) will yield a better 
performance. Additionally, antenna diversity techniques are examined and introduced to 
the transmission system that can offer a significant improvement in the quality of 
service of mobile video communication systems in environments that can be modelled 
by a Rayleigh fading channel. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
In current communication systems, there is an increasing demand for multimedia 
services over wireless channels. These services span a range of applications such as 
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) and video over mobile networks. Multimedia 
services can typically comprise audio, image, video and data. The video component of 
these services is one of the most demanding entities in terms of bandwidth 
consumption, and careful considerations should be given to efficiently encode and 
transmit the video. During the last two decades, video coding methods and standards 
have been introduced to address this issue [1].  
 
The objective of a video coding and transmission system is to deliver a video sequence 
with the best possible quality through a communication channel, using its relatively 
limited bandwidth (BW). This objective demands two major considerations. First, the 
original video should be compressed as efficiently as possible. Second, the coded video 
should be robust and resilient to transmission errors. Unfortunately, these two goals are 
in direct contradiction to each other. On the one hand, the system should remove the 
redundancy as much as possible (source coding), and on the other hand, some 
redundancy should be added to protect the coded data (channel coding). 
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A transmission error may have a very different impact on visual quality depending on 
which part of a video bitstream data it effects. Therefore, certain parts of a video 
bitstream may need better protection than others in order to improve the visual quality 
of the reconstructed video data when the bitstream is transmitted over an error –prone 
channel. This approach is exploited in the unequal error protection (UEP) method [2]. 
 
The Advanced Video Coding standard [3] - [4], referred to as H.264/AVC, is one of the 
most recently specified video compression standards. It specifies the bitstream format 
and the coding process for the compliant bitstream, as do most other video coding 
standards. However, H.264/AVC improves compression efficiency substantially 
compared to previous standards [5], such as MPEG-2 video [6] and H.263 [7]. 
 
Wired video communications, supported by the Internet and ATM networks, have 
undergone significant development over the past years. Emerging applications include 
telemedicine and distance learning.  
 
On the other hand, there is the huge evolution of wireless communications. Over the 
past decade, mobile communications technology has made giant strides, moving rapidly 
from first-generation (1G) analogue voice-only communications, to second-generation 
(2G) digital voice and data communications. The 2G mobile systems were very 
successful prompting the development of third generation (3G) mobile systems [8]. The 
3G systems are now commercialised, offering high quality multimedia services, 
including voice and image, that can be seamlessly received anywhere in the world, and 
researchers are coming up with new ideas for the next generation wireless systems (4G), 
as many challenges are yet to be fulfilled.  
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Nowadays broadband access is gaining momentum and consequently the market 
penetration rate of broadband services is increasing dramatically. As a result, new 
generations of broadband communication systems are currently being developed to 
support efficient multimedia and internet-based applications. In order to satisfy 
requirements for high data rate transmissions for high resolution video and other 
multimedia applications new advanced technologies have been proposed that include 
efficient employment of M-QAM schemes [8] [9]. 
 
In the mobile communications world the 3G systems can provide a maximum data rate 
of 2 Mbit/s for indoor environments which is somewhat less than that needed for the 
currently evolving multimedia applications requiring very high bandwidth with 
mobility. This has led the researchers worldwide to the evolution of 4G systems that are 
expected to be able to transfer data up to 100 Mbit/s in stationary mode with an average 
of 20 Mbit/s when travelling [9]. To achieve these objectives, there are two principal 
contending technologies; Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and 
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). CDMA is a spread spectrum multiple access 
technique. A spread spectrum technique is one which spreads the bandwidth of the data 
uniformly for the same transmitted power. The spreading code is a pseudo-random code 
which has a narrow ambiguity function unlike other narrow pulse codes. In CDMA a 
locally generated code runs at a much higher rate than the data to be transmitted [10]. 
However, OFDM is a multicarrier scheme transmitting low bit-rates through many 
subchannels as opposed to wideband techniques which send high data rates through a 
single channel [11]. OFDM is based on the concept of frequency-division multiplexing, 
the method of transmitting multiple data streams over a common broadband medium. 
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That medium could be the radio spectrum, coax cable, twisted pair, or fibre-optic cable. 
Each data stream is modulated onto multiple adjacent carriers within the bandwidth of 
the medium, and all are transmitted simultaneously. A good example of such a system is 
cable TV, which transmits many parallel channels of video and audio over a single 
fibre-optic cable and coax cable( a multi-carrier (MC) technique) [12].  
 
Future 4G wireless systems, based on the combination of multi-carrier (OFDM) and 
spread spectrum (CDMA) technologies, popularly known as OFDM-CDMA (or MC-
CDMA), applied to a wide-area environment, can achieve very large average user 
throughputs [8]. An OFDM carrier signal is the sum of a number of orthogonal sub-
carriers, with baseband data on each sub-carrier being independently modulated using 
mainly QAM modulation. To further enhance the spectral efficiency of the system some 
form of adaptive QAM modulation can be applied as proposed in [9], [10] and [13]. The 
idea is to change the digital modulation format adaptively depending upon the condition 
of the channel. When channel conditions are poor, a lower order modulation scheme is 
used to maintain the required bit error rate. As channel quality improves higher order 
modulation schemes are used to achieve higher spectral efficiency [14]. The main 
challenge here is to come up with an optimal constellation for the QAM technique both 
in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) performance and complexity.  
 
However, the main focus on this thesis will be an investigation of the performance of 
multilevel QAM suitable for video communications. Emphasis will be given to the way 
of splitting the video data into two layers of different visual importance and to the way 
of mapping the important information of the video bits in the M-QAM constellation 
diagram in order to offer extra protection to the most vulnerable video data. 
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1.1 Motivation  
The significant growth in multimedia communications is leading to a strong demand for 
reliable transmission of video data. When compressed video data is transmitted over 
error-prone channels, the effect of channel errors on the video can be extremely severe. 
As most existing video compression standards are designed for almost error free 
environments, they cannot be directly applied in hostile environments due to extensive 
employment of variable length coding techniques that are error sensitive, since a single 
error may result in an undecodable string of bits.  
 
Therefore, an essential issue is to make highly error sensitive video information robust 
to channel impairments. The objective of a video coding and transmission system is to 
deliver a video sequence with the best possible quality through a communication 
channel, using its relatively limited bandwidth. This objective demands two major 
considerations. Firstly, the original video should be compressed as efficiently as 
possible. Secondly, the coded video should be robust and resilient to transmission 
errors. The motivation is therefore a need to investigate how to protect the highly error 
sensitive video data in error-prone, channels while supporting the high data rates 
required for good quality video transmission. 
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1.2 Aims and Objectives 
To comply with narrowband channel requirements, it is essential that the video stream is 
encoded with a high compression rate, such as the H.264 coder. However, this approach 
would make the compressed video extremely vulnerable to transmission errors. This 
study aims to: 
 Find ways to protect the highly error sensitive video information in error-prone 
channels.  
 Investigate techniques to comply with the high data rate requirement for video 
transmission. 
 
A good solution to improve the performance of the video transmission is layered video 
coding which involves dividing a coded video into two or more layers of visual 
importance. The signal constellation can be partitioned so that specific blocks of the 
partition contain message points with the maximum possible Euclidean distance 
between them at the expense of message points in other blocks which are separated by a 
much smaller minimum distance. The coding of the message points can be chosen so 
that the specific bits assigned to the widely separated points require lower error 
probabilities than the others. The bits from a H.264 video source encoder that are most 
sensitive in terms of picture quality can be mapped on those ―low error‖ bits so they 
have the highest degree of error protection during transmission. The transmission 
channel can be split into two separate channels so that the most sensitive bits are sent 
down a ―high priority‖ channel. The remaining bits can be assigned to the other ―low 
priority‖ channel.  
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The transmission architecture of the video via separate channels is shown in Figure 1.1. 
With this method, at poor SNRs, instead of failing to provide a service, a minimal 
service with the quality of the high-priority layers can be delivered. At higher SNRs, the 
other layers will add to the base service to improve the quality. 
 
 
 
Figure ‎1.1 Bitstream video partitioning structure overview 
 
A major objective is the modulation of the video in multimedia communication systems. 
To comply with the high bit rate requirement for video transmission, it is desirable to 
choose a bandwidth efficient modulation technique. This would enable good quality 
video information to be transmitted via error-prone channels. For this reason, M-QAM 
(M = 16, 64 and 256) has been selected, mainly due to its superb spectral efficiency 
which can satisfy the high data rates required for transmitting multimedia information. 
The use of higher level modulation schemes, such as 64 and 256 QAM, can satisfy the 
need for increased data throughput within the same bandwidth, and can introduce 
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various scenarios for better protection of the most important information of the video 
signal. Additionally, FEC techniques are proposed for protecting the content of the 
video data in hostile environments. Alamouti‘s transmit diversity model is used in 
mobile Rayleigh channels to combat the effects of multipath fading. 
 
1.3 Original Contributions 
The following contributions are believed by the author to be original: 
 The splitting of the symbol for a 64-and 256 QAM system so as to be compatible 
with the equivalent constellation arrangements that support those scenarios, 
described in chapter 3. In connection with this, bit error probabilities have been 
derived for uniform and non-uniform 16, 64 and 256 QAM. 
 The video partitioning scheme described in chapter 4. It must be emphasised that the 
original method of splitting the H.264 video into two layers of different visual 
importance is taken from Yoong Choon Chang‘s ideas as described in [15] and [16]. 
The suggested method was for splitting the video data for a 16-QAM system, 
whereas in this thesis splitting the data has been investigated for a 2 – 4, 3 – 3  
splitting in 64-QAM and 2 – 6, 3 – 5 and 4 – 4 for a 256 QAM system.  
 The combination of FEC in both layers and non-uniform constellations in chapter 5. 
 The combination of Alamouti‘s transmitter diversity scheme and FEC appearing in 
chapter 6 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is divided in 8 chapters.  
 Chapter 1 gives an introduction for this report. 
 Chapter 2 reviews the theory and analyses in depth the video source coding 
algorithm of H.264 used to compress the video signal. This chapter starts with a brief 
overview of digital video compression principles, followed by an introduction to the 
video codec, H.261. The emphasis is then on the evolution to the H.264 codec and its 
analysis.  
 In Chapter 3 a twin-class M-QAM system is proposed, in which uniform and non-
uniform signal space constellations are used to give different degrees of error 
protection. In addition, various scenarios are introduced for splitting the transmitted 
symbol in favour of better protection of the most important information of the H.264 
video data. The performance of the transmission system is evaluated under AWGN 
conditions. 
 In chapter 4 a partitioning scheme to split the already compressed video into two 
bitstreams for the transmission of the video signal over error-prone channels is 
developed.  Video partitioning based on a separation of a Group of Pictures (GoP) into I 
and P frames. This chapter also proposes an error concealment method for video coding. 
 Chapter 5 describes the design and implementation of strategies for protecting the 
content of a video transmission by employing coding theory principles. It deals with the 
concept of transmitting video packets with redundancy embedded in them for 
attempting error recovery and improving the quality of the receiving video data. In this 
chapter, a brief review of the basic principles of channel coding is provided, with the 
emphasis on convolutional coding.  
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● Chapter 6 introduces the Rayleigh fading channel followed by a method based on that 
of Alamouti[85], a transmitter diversity scheme used to enhance performance over the 
flat and slow fading Rayleigh channel. 
 Chapter 7 gives the discussion of the simulation results and their in-depth analysis. 
Various Gray-coded M-QAM signal constellations have been used to evaluate the 
performance of the partitioned H.264 video transmission over a noisy channel, with the 
average Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) used as a quality measure. The H.264 
based video-partitioning technique discussed in Chapter 3 was applied to split the I and 
P frames of the well known sequence ―Suzie‖ that conformed to the QCIF format. 
Another aspect of the experiments was the transmission of the video data; uniform and 
non-uniform M-QAM, illustrated in Chapter 4, was used to transmit the bitstream via an 
AWGN and a Rayleigh fading channel with and without the forward error correction 
techniques described in Chapter 5. At the receiver end, the partitioned bitstream was fed 
to the predecoder and the aligned bitstream was forwarded to the standard ITU-T H.264 
decoder. 
 Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
2.0 H.264/AVC Overview 
This chapter starts with a brief overview of digital video compression principles, 
followed by an introduction to the video codec, H.261. The emphasis then will be on the 
evolution to the H.264 codec and its analysis. 
 
H.264, MPEG-4 Part 10, or AVC, for Advanced Video Coding, is a digital video codec 
standard which is noted for achieving very high data compression [17]. It was written 
by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) jointly with the ISO/IEC Moving 
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) as the product of a collective partnership attempt known 
as the Joint Video Team (JVT) [17]. The ITU-T H.264/AVC standard and the ISO/IEC 
MPEG-4 Part 10 standard (formally, ISO/IEC 14496-10) are jointly maintained so that 
they have identical technical content [18]. The final drafting work on the first version of 
the standard was done in May of 2003. H.264 is a name linked to the ITU-T line of 
H.26x video standards, whereas AVC relates to the ISO/IEC MPEG side of the 
partnership project that ended the work on the standard, after previous development 
completed in the ITU-T as a project called H.26L. It is typical to call the standard as 
H.264/AVC (or AVC/H.264 or H.264/MPEG-4 AVC or MPEG-4/H.264 AVC) to 
highlight the common heritage. The name H.26L, harkening back to its ITU-T history, 
is far less general, but still used.  
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The scope of the standardisation is illustrated in Figure 2.1, which shows the classic 
video coding/decoding string (excluding the transport or storage of the video signal) 
[19]. As has been the case for all ITU-T and ISO/IEC video coding standards, only the 
central decoder is standardised, by imposing restrictions on the bitstream and syntax, 
and defining the decoding process of the syntax elements such that every decoder 
conforming to the standard will produce similar output when given an encoded 
bitstream that conforms to the constraints of the standard. The main goals of the 
H.264/AVC project was to create a standard that would be capable of providing good 
video quality at bit rates that are substantially lower (e.g., half or less) than what 
previous standards would need (e.g. relative to MPEG-2, H.263, or MPEG-4 Part 2), 
and to do so with a minimal increase in complexity.  An additional goal was to do this 
in a flexible way that would allow the standard to be applied to a very wide diversity of 
applications (e.g. for both low and high bit rates, and low and high resolution video) and 
to work well on a very wide variety of networks and systems (e.g. for broadcast, DVD 
storage and RTP/IP packet networks)[20]. 
 
 
                           Figure ‎2.1 Scope of H.264 video coding standardisation 
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The H.264/AVC standard does not specify how to pre-process and compress digital 
video; it defines a format (syntax) for compressed video data and a process for decoding 
this format to reproduce a displayable video string. The design of the H.264/AVC 
standard is conceptually split into the Video Coding Layer (VCL), designed to 
efficiently encode the video content, and the Network Abstraction Layer (NAL), which 
formats the VCL representation of the video for a diversity of transport layers or storage 
media [21]. The encoded video data produced by the VCL is segmented by the NAL in 
a stream of information units called Network Abstraction Layer Units (NALUs), as 
shown in Figure 2.2 [19]. 
 
Figure ‎2.2 Structure of H.264/AVC video encoder 
 
It will be better to describe some basics before the deeper aspects of H.264/AVC codec. 
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 Block 
A block is an 8 × 8 array of pixels. 
 
 Macroblock 
A macroblock consist in a group of four blocks, forming a 16 x 16 array of pixels. 
 Luminance 
In video signal transmission, luminance is the component that codes the information 
of luminosity (brightness) of the image. 
 Chrominance 
Is the component that contains the information of colour. 
 YUV 
The YUV model defines a colour space in terms of one luminance and two 
chrominance components. YUV models human perception of colour more closely 
than the standard RGB model used in computer graphics hardware. Y stands for the 
luminance component (the brightness) and U and V are colour difference signals. 
YUV signals are typically created from an original Red, Green and Blue (RGB) 
source. The weighted values of R, G, and B are added together to produce a single Y 
signal, representing the overall brightness, or luminance, of that spot. The U signal 
is then created by subtracting the Y from the blue signal of the original RGB, and 
then scaling; V is created by subtracting the Y from the red, and then scaling by a 
different factor as shown in Figure 2.3 [22]. 
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Figure ‎2.3 Image along with its Y, U and V components 
 YCbCr Sampling Formats 
Figure 2.4 shows three sampling patterns for Y, Cb and Cr that are supported by 
MPEG-4 Visual and H.264 [23]. 4:4:4 sampling means that the three components (Y, 
Cb and Cr) have the same resolution and hence a sample of each component exists at 
every pixel position. The numbers indicate the relative sampling rate of each component 
in the horizontal direction, i.e. for every four luminance samples there are four Cb and 
four Cr samples. 4:4:4 sampling preserves the full fidelity of the chrominance 
components. In 4:2:2 sampling (sometimes referred to as YUY2), the chrominance 
components have the same vertical resolution as the luma but half the horizontal 
resolution (the numbers 4:2:2 mean that for every four luminance samples in the 
horizontal direction there are two Cb and two Cr samples). 4:2:2 video is used for high-
quality colour reproduction. 
In the popular 4:2:0 sampling format (‗YV12‘), Cb and Cr each have half the horizontal 
and vertical resolution of Y. The term ‗4:2:0‘ is rather confusing because the numbers 
do not actually have a logical interpretation and appear to have been chosen historically 
as a ‗code‘ to identify this particular sampling pattern and to differentiate it from 4:4:4 
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and 4:2:2.4:2:0 sampling is widely used for consumer applications such as video 
conference ing, digital television and digital versatile disk (DVD) storage. Because each 
colour difference component contains one quarter of the number of samples in the Y 
component, 4:2:0 YCbCr video requires exactly half as many samples as 4:4:4 (or 
R:G:B) video[23].  
 
                       Figure ‎2.4 4:2:0, 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 sampling patterns 
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2.1 H.264/AVC CODEC 
H.264/AVC defines a block-based hybrid video codec and it is similar to the previous 
standards (MPEG1 [24], MPEG2 [25], MPEG4 (Part2) [26], H.261 [27], H.263 [28]). 
The codec combines intra-picture prediction with inter-picture prediction to exploit the 
spatial and temporal redundancy, respectively. The basic functional elements 
(prediction, transformation, quantization, entropy coding) are enhanced with some 
important changes that distinguish the standard from its predecessors. As it is mentioned 
earlier, H.264/AVC does not define the encoder, but defines the syntax of an encoded 
video bitstream together with the method of decoding the bitstream  
 
2.1.1  H.264 Encoder 
The encoder essentially consists of two dataflow paths, a forward path (left to right) 
deals with encoding a frame or field and a reconstruction path (right to left) deals with 
rebuilding a frame to form references for upcoming predictions. The H.264/AVC 
encoder functional block diagram is shown in Figure 2.5 [17]. 
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                          Figure ‎2.5 H.264 encoder block diagram 
 
The encoder processes arriving frames in units of macroblocks (Fn) where each MB can 
be encoded with intra prediction or by the inter prediction form. In general all 
macroblocks in the first frame of a video sequence are intra coded. In intra prediction 
mode, P is created from spatially bordering samples in the current frame n which have 
been earlier encoded and decoded as well as reconstructed (uF’n). In inter coding a 
prediction mode, P is created from a reference frame (F’n-1) by motion compensation 
and motion estimation. Motion estimation will determine the motion vector which 
minimises the prediction error. The prediction P is subtracted from the current MB to 
create a residual or difference MB (Dn) which is first transformed by DCT transform, 
and then scaled. The scaled transformed coefficients are quantised and then entropy 
coded. Sophisticated entropy coding schemes, such as Context Adaptive Binary 
Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) and Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) 
[27], are in use. The generated compressed bitstream is passed to the NAL for 
transmission or storage. The reconstruction path of the encoder is a mini decoder which 
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deals with the quantised coefficients X which  are re-scaled (Q
−1
) and inverse 
transformed (T
−1
) to produce a difference MB (Dn) which represents a distorted version 
of Dn as the quantisation process introduces losses. The reconstructed residual signal 
which is then added to the prediction signal already computed in the forward path of the 
encoder to form the reconstructed macroblock (uF’n). The reconstructed macroblock is 
filtered by a de-blocking filter. The deblocking filter is an adaptive filter that adjusts its 
strength depending upon compression mode of a macroblock (Intra or Inter), the 
quantisation parameter, motion vector, frame or field coding decision and the pixel 
values. When the quantisation step size is decreased, the effect of the filter is reduced, 
and when the quantisation step size is very small, the filter is shut off [29] to reduce 
blocking distortion by smoothing the block edges thereby improving the appearance of a 
reconstructed frame. (F’n) These frames are used as references for additional prediction. 
 
2.1.2  H.264 Decoder 
H.264/AVC Decoder as shown in Figure 2.6 [19] is very similar to the reconstruction 
path of the H.264 Encoder. First the compressed bitstream arriving from the (NAL) is 
entropy decoded to generate a set of quantised coefficients X, and to regain the coder 
control side information which is essential for the reconstruction process. 
 
                           Figure ‎2.6  H.264/AVC Decoder 
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The rescaled and inverse transformed quantised coefficients X are then used to create 
variation MBs D′n which are equal to the D′n shown in the encoder. Using the coder 
control information and the motion data (motion vectors) for the motion compensation 
the decoder creates a prediction MB (P) the same as the original prediction P formed in 
the encoder. P is added to D′n to produce uF’n which is filtered to create the decoded 
MB (F‘n). For supplementary full information on H.264/AVC standards, the reader is 
advised to refer to [19]. 
2.2 Video stream structure 
The video coding H.264 /AVC video stream has different layers as shown in Figure 2.7. 
 Block layer 
A block is an 8 x 8 array of pixels. 
 Macroblock layer 
Contains a single MB. A MB consists in a number of blocks that depend upon the 
chroma pixel structure. The focus of this thesis is to use 4:2:0 format (4 luma blocks 
and 2 blocks of chroma) since it is the format typically used in video streaming 
applications. It will have motion vectors related or a type of intra prediction. 
 Slice layer 
A slice is a sequence of MBs which are processed in the order of a raster scan when 
not using flexible macroblock ordering A picture maybe split into one or several 
slices. Slices are self-decodable i.e. if an error occurs, it only propagates spatially 
within the slice. At the start of each slice the CAVLC is resynchronised. 
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 Picture layer 
Pictures are the main coding unit of a video sequence. There are three types of 
frames: 
 Intra coded frames (I): coded without any reference to any other frames. 
 Predictive coded frames (P): coded as the difference from a motion compensated 
prediction frame, generated from an earlier I or P frame in the GoP. 
 Bi-directional coded frames (B): coded as the difference from a bidirectionally 
interpolated frame generated from earlier and later I or P frames in the sequence 
(with motion compensation). 
 Group of Pictures (GoP) layer 
Sequence of an I frame and temporally predicted frames until the next I frame. 
Allows random access to the sequence and provides refresh of the picture after 
errors. If an error occurs, it will propagate only until the start of the next GoP. 
 Sequence layer 
This layer starts with the sequence header and ends with an end-of-sequence code. 
The header carries information about picture size, aspect ratio, frame and bit rate of 
the images contained within the encoded sequence. 
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Figure ‎2.7 Structure of H.264/AVC Video Stream 
 
2.3 Picture Resolution and Colour Space 
Colour pictures are sampled by three N × M colour component matrices with the colour 
values quantised by q-bits (usually q = 8) for the digital RGB (Red, Green, Blue) 
representation. In Table 2.1, common picture resolutions for mobile video applications 
are presented which are derived either from computer monitor resolutions (VGA - 
Video Graphics Array) or from Analogue television resolutions (PAL - Phase 
Alternating Line). However, all resolutions used for digital video coding are a multiple 
of 16 × 16 pixels which is the resolution of a MB (Macroblock), the basic unit in video 
coding as shown in the following: 
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Table ‎2.1 Picture Resolution for Mobile Video Applications 
Resolution Synonym 
640 × 480 VGA (Video Graphics Array) 
480 × 320 HVGA (Half-size Video Graphics Array) 
320   × 240 QVGA (Quarter Video Graphics Array) 
SIF (Standard Interchange Format) 
160   × 120 QQVGA (Quarter QVGA) 
352 × 288 CIF (Common Intermediate Format) 
1/4 of resolution used in PAL television standard 
 176 × 144 QCIF (Quarter Common Intermediate Format) 
128 × 96 SQCIF (Sub Quarter CIF) 
 
The human visual system is less sensitive to colour than to luminance (brightness), the 
bandwidth can be optimised by storing more luminance detail than colour details. In 
H.264/AVC as in prior standards, this is achieved by using an YCbCr colour space 
together with reducing the sampling resolution of the Cb and Cr chroma information. 
Component Y (luma) represents brightness, whereas the two chroma components Cb 
and Cr represent the colour difference of Y to blue and red, respectively. The Y signal is 
calculated from the RGB signal by  
Y= kr・R+kg・G+kb・B     (2.1) 
Where kr, kg and kb are weighting factors and kr + kg + kb = 1. 
 ITU-R recommendation BT.601 [30] defines kb = 0.114 and kr = 0.299. The chroma 
components Cb and Cr are created by calculating the scaled difference between the Y 
signal and the blue and red components by 
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Cb = 0.5 /(1 – kb)・ (B − Y     (2.2) 
Cr = 0.5/(1 – Kr )・ (R − Y )     (2.3) 
The 4:2:0 sampling with 8 bits of accuracy per sample and reduces the essential data 
rate by 50%. Because of the fact that the human visual system is more sensitive to luma 
than to chroma, H.264/AVC uses a sampling formation in which the chroma 
components have one quarter of the number of samples than the luma component (half 
the number of samples in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions).  
 
2.4 Macroblocks and Slice 
H.264/AVC follows the block-based hybrid video coding approach, in which each 
coded picture is represented in block-shaped units of associated luma and chroma 
samples called MBs (Macro Blocks). A picture is partitioned into fixed-size MBs each 
covering a rectangular picture area of 16 × 16 samples of the luma component and 8 × 8 
samples of each of the two chroma components. A picture may be split into one or 
several slices, a chain of MBs which are processed in the order of a raster scan when not 
using FMO (Flexible Macro-block Ordering) as shown in Figure 2.8 [31]. 
 
Figure ‎2.8 Subdivision of a Picture Into Slices Without FMO 
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By utilising the conception of slice groups and variable MB to slice group mapping, 
FMO modifies the way how pictures are partitioned into slices. The macroblock to slice 
group map consists of a slice group identification number for each macroblock in the 
picture, specifying which slice group the related macroblock belongs to. Each slice 
group can be partitioned into one or more slices. The case when the FMO is not in use 
can be viewed as the simple special case of FMO in which the whole picture consists of 
a single slice group. Note that a picture can be split into many macroblock scanning 
patterns such as interleaved slices, a dispersed macroblock allocation. Figure 2.9 shows 
two ways of subdividing a frame into slices with FMO where on the left there are two 
‗foreground‘ slice groups and a ‗leftover‘ slice group and on the right a checker-board 
type of mapping is presented. Slices are self-contained. Therefore, the syntax elements 
and the sample values contained in a slice can be parsed from the bitstream and 
correctly be decoded without data from other slices of the picture, given the general 
sequence and picture parameters are known for the stream. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.9 Subdivision of a QCIF Frame Into Slices When Utilising FMO  
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Regardless of whether FMO is in use or not, each slice can be coded using different 
coding types as follows: 
 I slice 
A slice in which all MBs are coded using intra prediction, without using other 
information than the one contained in the picture itself. Each intra coded MB is 
predicted using spatially neighbouring samples of previously coded MBs. Which 
and how neighbouring samples are used for intra prediction is decided by the 
encoder (prediction modes) and signalled within the bit stream. 
 P slice 
Some (or all) MBs of the P slice can be coded using inter prediction. These exploit 
the temporal correlation by referencing the MBs from previous frames and by 
applying motion compensation as shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 [6], [17], [27] and 
[31]. First, the motion estimation of each block is performed by searching the best 
matching region from the previous frames. The best match is taken as a prediction 
of the encoded block. The (MV Motion Vector) linking the position of the block 
within the frame and the location of its best match in the previously encoded frame 
have to be signalled simultaneously with the corresponding reference frame. 
 B slice 
In addition to the coding types existing in a P slice, some MBs of the B slice can 
also be coded using inter prediction with two motion-compensated prediction 
signals per block [31]. Temporally preceding as well as successive but previously 
coded frames can be used as a reference for the bi-directionally predicted B frames. 
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Mode 0-Vertical 
 
Mode 1 – Horizontal 
 
Mode 3 – Diagonal Down/left 
 
Mode 4- Diagonal Down/Right 
 
Figure ‎2.10 4×4 pixel intra-frame prediction by using motion compensation 
 
 
Figure ‎2.11 Inter-frame prediction by using motion compensation 
 
Frames containing I slices (I frames) are used to refresh the sequence. They enable 
random access and, in case of error prone transmission channels, limit the propagation 
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of errors in time. The set of frames from an I frame up to the P frame preceding the next 
I frame is called GoP (Group of Pictures). The GoP (IBBPBBPBBPBBI) is a group of 
successive pictures within a coded video stream. Each coded video stream consists of 
successive GoPs. From the pictures contained in it, the visible frames are generated. A 
GoP can contain the following picture types:  
 I-picture or (intra coded picture) 
Is a reference picture, which represents a fixed image and which is independent of 
other picture types. Each GoP begins with this type of picture. 
 P-picture or P-frame 
It contains motion compensated difference information from the preceding I- or P-
frame. B-picture or B-frames (bidirectionally predictive coded picture) - contains 
difference information from the preceding and following I- or P-frame within a 
GoP.  Inter-coding requires much less associated information elements than intra-
coding to encode a frame. Therefore, for a given sequence, the resulting data rate 
depends strongly on the GoP size (I frame frequency). Additionally to the above 
mentioned coding types, H.264/AVC defines two new coding types for slices which 
allow the exact reconstruction by using different sets of predictors or no predictor at 
all without the loss of efficiency resulting from sending an I picture. This can enable 
the switching of a decoder between different representations of the video content 
(e.g. with different data rates), recovery from data losses or errors, as well as 
enabling trick modes such as fast forward, fast-reverse, etc. These new coding types 
are: 
 SP slice: A switching P slice is coded such that it can be used by differently pre-
coded P frames as a reference so that efficient switching between differently 
encoded streams becomes possible [31]. 
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 SI slice: Switching I slices allow an exact match of MBs in an SP slice and thus   
can be used as a reference for successive P pictures but are independent of 
previously coded pictures. SI slices serve for random access and error recovery 
purposes [28]. 
 
2.5 H.264/AVC Profiles 
In H.264/AVC several profiles are defined. A profile includes a set of coding tools and 
algorithms which are used to compress the video and to create a standard that conforms 
to the encoded bitstream. The most imperative ones are the Baseline Profile, the Main 
Profile and the Extended Profile. Figure 2.12 [32] shows the three profiles with the 
provided characteristics and the overlapping between the different profiles. This thesis 
uses the baseline profile and to indicate the context of this an introduction to all profiles 
is given below. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.12 H.264/AVC Baseline Profile, Main Profile and Extended Profile 
 
 The Baseline Profile provides encoding in I and P slices, enhanced error resilience 
tools like FMO (Flexible Macro Block Ordering), ASO (Arbitrary Slice Ordering) 
and redundant slices as well as CAVLC for entropy coding. This profile was 
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designed for applications demanding less computing resources e.g., in video 
conferencing and mobile services [32]. 
 The Extended Profile additionally to the tools offered by the Baseline Profile 
provides B, SP and SI slices as well as DP (Data Partitioning) and offers the 
possibility of interlaced frames. It was formerly intended as the mainstream 
consumer profile for broadcast and storage applications but now this function has 
been taken by the new High Profiles. 
 The Main Profile which was designed to offer the highest possible coding 
effectiveness. It provides features for stream switching and to raise the forcefulness 
against data loss. Additionally to the three mentioned profiles are the following [33]. 
 The High Profile was particularly defined for broadcast and disc storage 
applications with the particular focus on high-definition television [33]. 
 The High 10 Profile features go beyond today‘s normal consumer product 
capabilities. The profile is based on the High Profile with the addition of supporting 
10 bits per picture samples [33]. 
 The High 4:2:2 Profile and the High 4:4:4 Profile are focussing on professional 
applications. Supporting 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 chroma sampling with up to 10 bits and 12 
bits precision, respectively, they are built on the High 10 Profile [33]. 
 
2.6  Error Propagation 
The visual impairments caused by the bit stream error have different shapes and ranges 
depending on which part of video information stream is affected by the transmission 
error and how the encoder is constructed. Therefore, those artefacts can be expressed in 
2 levels: GoP level and slice level. 
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2.6.1  Slice level 
In the slice level these artefacts are cased by either resynchronisation of the variable 
length symbols or the loss of the reference in a spatial prediction 
2.6.2  Variable length code 
The quantised transform coefficients are entropy coded using a variable length code 
(VLC) which means that the code words have variable length [34]. The advantages of 
this type of codes consist in the reality that they are more capable in the sense of 
signifying the same information using fewer bits on average, reducing therefore the bit 
rate. That is possible if some symbols are more likely than others, then the most regular 
symbols will correspond to the shorter code words and the rare symbols will correspond 
to the longer code words. However, with variable length codes, errors may propagate 
and result in less of synchronisation. Figure 2.13 illustrate how just one invalid bit can 
desynchronise the whole string. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.13 Example of VLC de-synchronisation 
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2.6.3         Spatial prediction 
H.264 performs intra prediction in the spatial field. Even for an intra picture, every 
block of data is predicted from its neighbours before being transformed and coefficients 
generated for enclosure in the bit stream. Two types of intra coding are supported, 
which are denoted as Intra 4 x 4 or Intra 16 x 16. The Intra 4x4 mode is based on 
predicting each 4x4 luma block separately and is well corrected for coding of parts of a 
picture with important detail. Each 4x4 block is predicted from spatially neighbouring 
samples, as shown on the left-hand side of Figure2.14 [6], [17]. The 16 samples of the 
4x4 block, which are labelled as a-p are predicted using former decoded samples in the 
closest blocks, labelled as A-Q. For each 4x4 block one of nine prediction modes can be 
utilised. In addition to DC prediction (where one value is used to predict the entire 4x4 
block), eight directional prediction modes are specified as illustrated on the right-hand 
part of Figure 2.14. The intra 16x16 form does prediction of the whole 16x16 luma 
block and is more suited for coding very smooth areas of a picture. Three prediction 
modes are supported. Prediction mode 0 (vertical prediction), mode 1 (horizontal 
prediction), and mode 2 (DC prediction). The chroma samples of a macroblock are 
predicted using a similar prediction method as for the luma component in Intra 16x16 
macroblocks, while chroma is typically smooth over large areas. 
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Figure ‎2.14 Left: Intra 4 x 4 predictions are conducted for samples a-p of a block 
using A-Q. Right: 8 prediction directions for Intra 4 x 4 prediction.  
 
2.7      Group of pictures (GoP) 
The image distortion caused by an incorrect MB is not limited to that MB. Since MBs 
are spatially and/or temporally dependant of adjacent MBs, the error can also spread in 
time (in following frames) and in space (the same frame). Figure 2.15 [23] demonstrates 
how the error propagates through the sequence. The error occurred in the first frame and 
it propagates in time through all the next frames. It can also be seen how the error is 
propagated in space, the error does not stay at the same point, it is shifted in other zones. 
In the third frame of the top chain, the error spreads over the MBs that hold the neck of 
the foreman. That happens because for decoding these MBs, the movement vectors of 
the temporal prediction point to the erroneous MBs and after rebuilding, the error is 
spread. Error propagation represents a trouble for error concealment because if the error 
buried picture differs from the original picture, the error will propagate pending the next 
I frame occurs – until the start of the next GoP. If other frames are used per GoP, The 
compression is better, but the error can then spread over other frames. 
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Figure ‎2.15 Spatial and temporal error propagation over the GoP 
 
2.8  Error characterisation 
2.8.1      Lost information 
The choice of the most appropriate error concealment method will depend on what has 
been lost: the motion vectors, the type of prediction and/or the residuals. 
2.8.2    Size and form of the lost region 
It is important to know how many neighbours are available or if the previous frame was 
damaged or not 
2.8.3       I/P frame 
It is not the same if the error is located in an I or P frame. If the error is situated in an I 
frame, it is going to affect more critically the sequence because it will affect all the 
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frames until the next I frame and I frames do not have any other reference but 
themselves. If the error is situated in a P Frame it will affect the rest of the frames until 
the next I frame but the previous I frame can be used as a reference. 
 
2.9  Error concealment in H.264/AVC 
Through the transmission of a video some errors can occur. These errors revolve into 
parts of the video sequence that the decoder is not able to decode suitably with the 
subsequent loss of quality and appearance of visible artefacts for the client. While in 
real-time applications, no retransmission can be used, the missing parts of the video 
have to be concealed. The error concealment benefits from the spatial and temporal 
correlation between the video blocks within one frame or more than one frame within 
the video sequence. Therefore the error concealment methods are implemented in the 
space domain and the time domain. The space domain based error concealment uses the 
video information from the neighbouring blocks to restore the missing pixels within a 
specified area. The time domain based error concealment uses the video information 
from the blocks lying in the previous and next frames to restore the missing pixels 
within a specified area [35], [36]. 
2.9.1 Error concealment in the spatial domain 
The spatial redundancy is in the nature of image and video signals. Here the interpixel 
difference between adjacent pixels for a natural scene image is determined. The inter-
pixel difference is defined as the average of the absolute difference between a pixel and 
its four neighbouring pixels. This property has been exploited to perform error 
concealment. All error concealment methods in the space domain are based on the same 
thought which says that the pixel values within the damaged macroblock can be 
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recovered by a specified combination of the pixels surrounding the damaged 
macroblock, by interpolating the pixels of the defective part of the video image from the 
pixels within the surrounding area. The interpolating process can be configured to fit the 
character of the image. 
2.9.2 Error concealment in temporal domain 
It is easier to conceal linear movements in one direction because pictures can be 
predicted from previous frames (the scene is almost the same). If there are movements 
in many directions or scene cuts, to find a part of a prior frame that is similar is going to 
be more complicated. 
 
2.10  Comparison of H.264 with other Video Coding standards 
New compression techniques bring great compression effectiveness to the H.264 
standard. The H.264 standard offers up to 2x compression compared with the MPEG-4 
simple profile H.263, H.263+ and development in perception for almost all bit rates. 
H.264 gives massive error resilience owing to introduced VCL and NAL layer 
enhancements [28], [37], [38]. H.264 supports 28 diverse video input formats 
supporting interlaced scanned pictures in the field mode [39].  H.264 has been adapted 
for network transmission by adding one layer called the (NAL) over (VCL) [28], [40], 
[41].  
 
VCL enables efficient transmission of video data on a network by signifying video 
content in numeral number of bytes units.  H.264 is highly adaptive for different 
applications, which need different types of delay characteristics. It may operate with 
low delay constraints for real-time applications or higher delay constraints for 
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applications requiring extra processing power, such as video content storage [28],[38]. 
Introduction of SP and SI frames enables swift random access for video decoders. These 
frames are switching frames. For instance, these types of frames may be used for 
switching from low bit rate to high bit rate in the same video stream by monitoring the 
available bandwidth [38]. In order to reduce blocking artefacts, loop filter block is 
introduced in H.264 [42]. A Multiple reference frame selection feature allows motion to 
be estimated from five diverse past reference frames. This option brings the greatest 
compression efficiency for episodic motion. The benefit of multiple reference frame 
selection is shown in Figure 2.16 [43]. 
 
Figure ‎2.16 Advantage of H.264 compression 
 
A reduced number of motion blocks supplies strong motion isolation from neighbouring 
blocks compared with other standards [43]. The most important enhancements are 
inside functional blocks. Considering intra prediction, H.264 uses 16x16 block sizes or 
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4x4 block sizes optionally. New prediction modes for intra prediction have been added 
to improve performance. For the inter prediction, motion estimation is completed with 
motion blocks of different shapes, that are not used in predecessor standards. Fractional 
sample resolution is ¼ pixel for luminance and 1/8 pixel for the chrominance vector 
component. This increases precision of motion vectors. Considering the transform 
coding block, the newly developed integer based transform is used and this increases 
real-time performance. For the entropy coding block, Context Adaptive Variable Length 
Coding (CAVLC) [44] and Context Based Adaptive Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) [45] 
is used. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
3.0  M-QAM System Design for Video Transmission 
In this chapter an M-QAM system is proposed in which uniform and non-uniform signal 
space constellations are used to give different degrees of error protection. In addition 
different scenarios are introduced for splitting the transmitted symbol in favour of 
better protection of the Higher Priority channel. The performance of the transmission 
system is evaluated under AWGN circumstances. The chapter begins with an 
introduction to today’s application of higher level QAM in various multimedia 
communication systems. 
 
The design of multimedia terminals was conceived with the assumption that users do 
not move and the transmission medium is roughly error free. As multimedia 
applications migrate to error-prone channels, an essential subject is how to protect the 
highly sensitive video portion of multimedia information against channel errors. While 
most existing video compression standards have been developed for error-free 
environments, they cannot be directly applied in a hostile environment. This is mostly 
due to the extensive employment of variable length coding techniques which are error 
sensitive, since a single transmission error may result in an undecodable string of bits.  
 
One approach to overcome this problem is the transmission of data via separate 
channels each having a diverse degree of error protection. A major development 
occurred in 1987 when Sundberg, Wong and Steele published two papers [46][47] 
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considering QAM for voice transmission over Rayleigh fading channels, the first major 
paper considering QAM for mobile video applications. In these papers, it was 
recognised that when a Gray code mapping scheme was used, some of the bits 
constituting a symbol had different error rates from other bits. This work was continued, 
resulting in a publication in 1990 by Hanzo, Steele and Fortune [48], again considering 
QAM for mobile radio transmission, where again a theoretical argument was used to 
show that with a Gray encoded square constellation, the bits encoded onto a single 
symbol could be divided into a number of subclasses, each subclass having a different 
average BER [49].  
 
On the other hand, employing extra bandwidth-efficient, non-constant envelope 
modulation schemes such as QAM puts stringent constraints on the linearity of the 
power amplifier in the transmitter. This is reflected in a substantial loss in power 
efficiency. In addition, these schemes are more sensitive to inherent fading-induced 
amplitude and phase fluctuations of the received signal in the harsh wireless situation. 
Sophisticated signal processing techniques are necessary to achieve consistent 
communication, to the detriment of more power consumption. However, in some 
applications, the power consumption of the low-efficiency power amplifier is less 
decisive than that of the digital data processor; i.e. in third generation personal 
communication systems, benign pico and micro cells with low signal diffusion and low 
transmission power can be employed. Hence the employment of more bandwidth-
efficient multilevel modulation schemes becomes practical [50], [51]. The superb 
spectral efficiency of the QAM modulation scheme, which can satisfy the high data rate 
required for transmitting multimedia information, as well as the aforesaid advantages of 
QAM, led to its selection for transmitting the video data.  
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3.1     Existing high level QAM applications 
3.1.1  High level QAM in mobile communications 
Nowadays broadband access is gaining momentum and consequently the market 
penetration rate of broadband services is increasing dramatically. As a result, new 
generations of broadband mobile communication systems are currently being developed 
to support efficient multimedia and internet-based applications. In order to satisfy 
requirements for high data rate transmissions for high resolution video and other 
multimedia applications, new advanced technologies have been developed that include 
efficient employment of M-QAM schemes [8][9]. The 3G systems can provide a 
maximum data rate of 2 Mbit/s for the indoor environment which is less than that 
needed for the currently evolving multimedia applications requiring very high 
bandwidth with mobility. This has led researchers worldwide to the evolution of 4G 
systems that are expected to be able to transfer data up to 100 Mbit/s in stationary mode, 
with an average of 20 Mbit/s when travelling. To achieve these objectives, multi carrier 
Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) can be applied to accomplish very large 
average user throughputs. To further enhance the spectral efficiency of the system, some 
form of adaptive modulation can be applied as proposed in [9], [10]. The idea is to 
change the digital modulation format adaptively depending upon the condition of the 
channel. When channel conditions are poor, a lower order modulation scheme is used to 
maintain the required bit error rate. As channel quality improves, higher order 
modulation schemes are used to achieve higher spectral efficiency [14]. The latest 
research [52] proposes new forms of adaptive modulation that have the ability of using 
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the high order modulation schemes such as 256-QAM in order to enhance the data rate 
to reach the 1Gbps to meet the bandwidth requirements of 4G systems.  
The main challenge is to come up with an optimal constellation for the QAM technique 
both in terms of bit error rate (BER) performance and complexity. In the simulation 
results and analysis of chapter 7, there are conclusions about which splitting scenarios 
and constellation arrangements can be chosen for specific channel conditions. 
Therefore, the results presented can effectively be used towards an adaptive modulation 
scenario.  
 
3.1.2 High level QAM in wireless communications 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is an emerging broadband 
wireless technology that promises high-speed data services. Mobile WiMAX is a 
broadband wireless solution that enables convergence of mobile and fixed broadband 
networks through a common wide area broadband radio access technology and flexible 
network architecture. Mobile WiMAX is based on orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing/ orthogonal frequency division multiplexing access (OFDM/OFDMA) 
technology [53]. It supports Adaptive Modulation and Coding in both downlink and 
uplink with variable packet size. A new form of Adaptive Modulation (Am), has also 
been reported, which has the ability of using a high order modulation scheme such as 
256-QAM to map the data onto the carriers at low SNR values in WiMAX applications 
[54].  
3.1.3 High level QAM in digital TV services 
The DVB-C specification was developed in 1994. It provides a toolbox of QAM 
modulation schemes from 16-QAM to 256-QAM for television and radio broadcasting 
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services, as well as for data transmission. At the moment, this standard is deployed 
worldwide in cable systems ranging from the larger CATV networks down to smaller 
SMATV systems. Responding to increased consumer demand for a broader range of 
(digital TV) services, many cable operators have already upgraded their networks, 
deploying 256-QAM modulation (thus achieving 50 Mbit/s payloads per cable channel). 
Many cable operators currently offer a rich analogue TV package alongside several 
hundreds of digital TV channels and an increasing amount of new, and more 
sophisticated (interactive and personalised) services. Demand for more and more 
advanced services however is constantly growing, and cable operators are seeking ways 
to offer products like HDTV and VoD on a commercial scale within a relatively short 
timeframe, together with the required accompanying interactive services. Hybrid Fibre 
Coax (HFC) networks are therefore being optimised providing enhanced performance 
and thus allowing even higher modulation schemes than DVB-C is offering today. 
DVB-T2 introduces a higher order constellation, a 256-QAM which increases the 
spectral efficiency and bit rate [55]. 
3.2 Computer Simulation of QAM Systems 
Matlab codes have been implemented to generate QAM modulation and demodulation 
systems, Bit Error Rates (BER) and symbol error rate (SER) of QAM systems versus 
the SNR are simulated to evaluate the QAM systems. Figure 3.1 shows the block 
diagram of the simulation carried out in this work for the simulation of a QAM system 
with both Gaussian and fading channels. A random data source is included to generate 
sequences of bits. This sequence is fed to the transmitter of the system under 
investigation (16, 64 and 256 QAM). The transmitted signal is then fed to the channel, 
which may include any combination of impairments of additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN). The output of the channel (which is the received signal) is then fed to the 
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receiver, and the detected bits are then compared to the original data input sequence to 
obtain the BER. The BER is based on 100,000 bits for each point. 
 
Figure ‎3.1 General block diagram of the performed simulations 
3.3 Gray coded 16-QAM. 
In 16-QAM the bit stream is suitably assembled into four-bit symbols and each symbol 
is transmitted by a carrier wave having a unique amplitude and phase. Figure 3.2 shows 
a 16-QAM constellation diagram, where each dot represents the position of the phasor 
relative to the intersection of the axes marked I (for in phase) and Q (for quadrature). 
The phasor of the 16-QAM constellation can be decomposed into two independent four 
level ASK signals that are transmitted on quadrature components of the same carrier. 
Each ASK signal is transmitted with amplitude -3d, -d, d or 3d, where d is the 
coordinate spacing shown in Figure 3.2. The combinations of the quadrature ASK 
carriers form unique points, i.e. phasors, in the QAM constellation. 
 
The four-level ASK components are binary encoded using two Gray coded bits for each 
level. Gray codes 11, 10, 00, 01 are assigned to levels -3d, -d, d or 3d respectively. 
Representing the two bits of the in-phase code by 21,ii  and the quadrature code by 21,qq  
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the 16-QAM phasors are assigned a unique four-bit word by interleaving the most 
significant and least significant bits of its component signals forming the word
2211 ,,, qiqi . 
 
 
   
  
Figure ‎3.2 16-QAM Constellation Diagram 
 
The demodulation of the received QAM signal is achieved by performing two 
quadrature ASK demodulations. The most significant bit (MSB) of the QAM codeword 
is designated by 1i  and regenerated according to: 
If I ≥ 0, then 1i  = 0 
If I < 0, then 1i  = 1, 
Where I is the received component of the carrier on the in-phase axis. Similarly, the 
second bit 1q  is logically assigned as: 
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If Q ≥ 0, then 
1q  = 0  
If Q < 0, then 
1q  = 1, 
Where Q is the received component of the carrier on the quadrature-phase axis. The 
decision boundaries for the third and fourth bits 
2i  and 2q , respectively, are shown in 
Figure 3.2 with dashed lines. Thus, the third bit is regenerated from: 
If I ≥ 2d, then 
2i  = 0 
If dId 22  , then 2i  = 1 
If I < -2d, then 2i  = 0, 
While the fourth bit is formulated by applying: 
If Q ≥ 2d, then 2q  = 0 
If dQd 22  , then 2q  = 1 
If Q < -2d, then 2q  = 0, 
Once all the above inequalities have been evaluated, the bits associated with 2121 ,,, qqii , 
are regenerated, and the next phasor is processed, and so on. 
  
The so-called ―maximum-minimum distance Gray-coded 16-QAM phasor 
constellation‖ naturally forms two different-integrity sub channels. [56] [57] [58].The 
positions of the bits in the words associated with each point in the QAM constellation 
have a profound effect on the probability of them being in error. In the case of the two 
MSB‘s the distance from a demodulation decision boundary of each AM component is 
3 d for 50% of the time, and d for 50% of the time, assuming that each phasor occurs 
with equal probability. By contrast, the two least significant bits (LSB) are always at a 
distance of d from the decision boundary, and consequently the protection distance is 
decreased by 50% compared to the MSB‘s. The QAM system can be considered to have 
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two data sub channels, one associated with the MSB‘s and one associated with the 
LSB‘s. The higher integrity 16-QAM sub-channel, referred to as C-1 or HP, is formed 
by the most significant bit (MSB) of both in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) bits. The 
lower priority sub-channel (C-2 or LP) is formed by the remaining 2 bits of the 4-bit 16-
QAM symbol, i.e. the least significant bits (LSB).  Bits transmitted via the C-1 sub-
channel are received with a lower probability of error than those transmitted via the C-2 
sub-channel.  
This splitting of the bit system into two separate channels with the bits associated with a 
the HP channel having a lower probability of error then these associated with the LP 
channel can be justified because of the way the bits are mapped to represent the video 
data. That is, if the bits with lower error probability are mapped to represent the most 
vulnerable part of the video data then this additional protection must clearly result in 
abetter performance for the video system. This will also be discussed in chapter 4 when 
the video system is considered.  
Even if we consider this splitting in isolation of the application, it can be shown that it 
can lead to a reduction in symbol error probability for a specific SNR provided that the 
following condition can be satisfied: 
)( 2
1
2
1 pp
m
m
pp 
                                                                                     (3.1)
 
In the above, 21  and , ppp  are the bit error probabilities at the specified SNR in the un-
coded system, the high priority channel and the low priority channel respectively, and 
21  and mm  are the number of high priority bits per symbol and the number of low 
priority bits per symbol respectively. This inequality has been derived in Appendix A 
for a general M-QAM system and is exact for 21 mm   and an approximation for 
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21 mm  , which is justified for small 21  and pp .  It is clear that the result suggests that 
the condition would become more difficult to satisfy as the ratio of low priority bits per 
An M-QAM signal can be separated into two independent i and q components each of 
which has  -possible values (written as  -AM) [59]. These two  -AM 
signals have the same error probability and can be treated independently. Consequently, 
considering the in-phase ( I ) 4-AM signal the average bit error probability can be 
computed by considering the 1i th bit and the 2i th  bit respectively [60], [61].  
The M-QAM signal can be mathematically represented by: 
     ,sincos tAtAts cscc        sTt 0   (3.2) 
where sT  is the symbol interval, which is related to the bit duration by bs mTT   where 
Mm 2log  represents the number of bits per symbol, the quadrature amplitudes cA  
and  range over the set of    dMdd 1,,3,   , in which 2d represents the 
minimum Euclidean distance of constellation points, while d can be computed 
according to [50] [51]: 
 12
3



M
Em
d b      (3.3) 
Where bE represents the average energy per bit [62].  
 
The constellation points of 16QAM are normalised with the factor 1/ 10 to ensure that 
the average energy over all symbols is one. This normalization ensures that the 
performance of scaling of noise with respect to E/No is valid and enables different M-
QAM schemes to be compared on a like-for-like basis (same average energy per 
symbol).  
sA
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Referring to Figure 3.2 and [47], [59] and [62] for the 
1i  bit the error probability can be 
expressed as:  
 
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where α represents the minimum distance between a symbol and the decision 
boundaries, erfc is the complementary error function, 20N  is the two-sided power 
spectral density of the AWGN, and 𝑁𝑓  is the normalisation factor which for the 16-
QAM is1  10 .  Similarly, the error probability of the 2i bit can be expressed as: 
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The average symbol energy 0E  can be computed from the formula bEmE 0   and is 
equal to: 
2
0 10dE  . 
 
The simulation results gave practically identical curves to those in Figure 3.3, where the 
advantage in using the HP sub-channel over using the LP sub-channel can be clearly 
seen. 
 
3.3.1  Non-uniform 16-QAM 
Hierarchical constellations with non-uniformly spaced symbols are constellations where 
the distances along the  I or Q axis between adjacent symbols can be different 
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depending on their position. These constellations are thus able to provide unequal bit 
error protection, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
 
                       Figure ‎3.3 16-QAM BER over AWGN channel 
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Figure ‎3.4 Non-uniform 16-QAM constellation with α = 1.3 
Alpha (α) represents ratio of the minimum distance between a symbol in different 
quadrants and the minimum distance between symbols in the same quadrant the 
decision boundaries whereas d1 is the minimum distance between two symbols in 
adjacent quadrants and d2 is the distance between two neighbouring symbols within a 
quadrant. For the case of a 16-QAM constellation, α can take three values: 1, 1.1 and 
1.3; α = 1 leads to a uniform constellation. Consequently, the average symbol energy 
will increase from 210d  in uniform constellations, to 282.10 d , when α equal to 1.1 and 
to 258.12 d   
𝑁𝑓  is the normalisation factor which for the 16-QAM is1  10.82  when α equal 1.1 and 
1  12.58  when α to 1.3 
When α is equal to 1.3, following the formulas suggested in [62]-[65]. 
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When α equal to 1.1, according to [49], [50] and [59], the error probabilities for 
1i  and 
2i  bits can be expressed as: 
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When α equal to 1.3 according to [49], [59] and [62] the error probabilities for 1i  and 2i  
bits can be expressed as: 
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The simulation results gave practically identical curves to those in Figure 3.5. 
Increasing the value of α will increase the performance of the HP channel at the expense 
of the LP channel, as can be seen in Figure 3.6. Increasing the degree of non-uniformity 
(larger values of α) is expected to offer improvement in the quality of the received video 
for error prone channels. To compensate the degradation in quality of the LP channel, 
channel coding techniques can be considered. 
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Figure ‎3.5 SER performance for 16-QAM 
 
3.4 Gray coded 64-QAM 
Each constellation point in 64-level QAM (64-QAM) systems is represented by a 
unique 6-bit symbol, which is Gray coded to minimise the decoded error probability. As 
shown in Figure 3.6, the complex phasors of the constellation are decomposed into the 
8-level I and Q components. The amplitudes -7d, -5d, -3d, -d, d, 3d, 5d and 7d of the I 
and Q are assigned the 3-bit Gray codes 100, 101, 111, 110, 010, 011, 001, 000. The 
three I and Q bits are denoted by 1i , 2i , 3i  and 1q , 2q , 3q  respectively. These bits are 
interleaved to give a 6-bit QAM symbol, represented by 1i , 1q , 2i , 2q , 3i , 3q . The 64- 
level QAM phasors are transmitted over the channel, where they become corrupted. 
They are demodulated using the decision boundaries shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure ‎3.6 64-QAM constellation diagram 
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The bits 1i , 1q , 2i , 2q , 3i , 3q  are recovered according to: 
if I,Q   0 then 1i , 1q  = 0 
if I,Q < 0 then 
1i , 1q  = 1, 
for the most significant bits, and for the next most significant bits: 
    if           I,Q   4d  then 2i , 2q = 0  
     if -4d   I,Q < 4d  then 2i , 2q  = 1 
     if -4d > I,Q           then 2i , 2q  = 0 
Finally for the least significant bits 
    if           I,Q   6d  then 3i , 3q = 0  
     if 2d   I,Q < 6d  then 3i , 3q  = 1 
     if -2d   I,Q < 2d  then 3i , 3q  = 0 
     if -6d   I,Q <-2d  then 3i , 3q  = 1 
     if -6d > I,Q  then 3i , 3q  = 0 
 
The 64-QAM scheme is attractive in terms of bandwidth efficiency and offers a number 
of sub channels with different integrities. Therefore, it provides more options for better 
protection of the most important information of the video data. Each constellation point 
in 64-level QAM systems is represented by a unique 6-bit symbol i1, q1, i2, q2, i3, q3.  
The constellation points of 64QAM are normalised with the factor 1/ 42 to ensure that 
the average energy over all symbols is one. 
Similarly to the 16-QAM the position of the bits in the 6-bit QAM symbol has an effect 
on their error probabilities. In the case of i1, q1 bits, the phasor can be at a distance   d, 
3d, 5d or 7d from the decision boundary represented by the coordinate axis. Therefore 
their ―average protection distance‖ is 16d/4 = 4d. The ―average protection distance‖ as a 
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term is never encountered, but is only used to aid the investigations. Similarly, 
according to the Figure 3.6, the average protection distance for the i2, q2 bits is 2d, 
whereas for the i3, q3 is d. For the i1, i2, and i3 bits, the error probabilities are [49], [62]:  
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In the 64-QAM constellation diagram, the two MSBs have lower error probabilities than 
the four LSBs. The bits (i1, q1) and (i2, q2, i3, q3) may be viewed as two sub-channels 
each having different integrities; this will be referred as (2 - 4) splitting. This will 
improve the error rate performance of the C-1 at the expense of the C-2.  For the C-1 the 
average probability of error for the (2 – 4) splitting is: 
    164
1
,64 42, PP
C
AV 

 (3.13) 
For the C-2 the average probability of error for the (2 – 4) splitting is: 
       242, 3642642,64  PPPC AV   (3.14) 
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To increase the capacity of the better protected sub-channel, it is possible to use a (3 - 3) 
partitioning where C-1 is formed by the three MSBs (i1, q1, i2) and C-2 is formed by the 
three LSBs (q2, i3, q3). Another scenario arises when assigning more bits to the C-1 and 
partitioning the symbol in a (4 - 2) form, where C-1 is formed by the four MSBs (i1, q1, 
i2, q2) and C-2 is formed by the remaining two LSBs (i3, q3).  
 
In the (3 – 3) splitting scenario the average probability of error for the C-1 will be: 
       2641641,64 2
3
1
33, PPPC AV 
  
(3.15) 
Likewise, the probability of error for the C-2 will be: 
       3642642,64 2
3
1
33, PPPC AV 
  
(3.16) 
For the (4 – 2) splitting case the average probability of error for the C-1 is: 
       2641641,64
2
1
24, PPPC AV 
  
(3.17) 
Similarly for the C-2 scenario the average probability of error is: 
    364
2
,64 24, PP
C
AV 

 (3.18) 
 
3.4.1  Non-uniform 64-QAM 
To improve further the performance of the C-1 when (2 – 4) splitting is used, the 
constellation of Figure 3.7 is proposed, with possible distance factors between the 
quadrants α = 1.1 and α = 1.3. Note that, when α =1.1, the d1 = 2.2 and d2 = 2; when 
α=1.3, the d1 = 2.6 and d2 = 2. 
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Figure ‎3.7 Non-uniform 64-QAM constellation with α = 1.3 
When α equals 1.1 according to [59], the error probabilities for i1, i2 and i3 bits can be 
expressed as: 
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For the C-1, the average probability of error for the (2 – 4) splitting is: 
    1.142,1.1 164
1
,64 PP
C
AV 

 (3.22) 
For the C-2, the average probability of error for the (2 – 4) splitting is: 
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(3.23) 
When α equal to 1.3, the error probabilities for i1, i2 and i3 bits can be expressed as [62]: 
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For the C-1, the average probability of error for the (2 – 4) splitting is: 
    3.142,3.1 164
1
,64 PP
C
AV 

 (3.26) 
For the C-2, the average probability of error for the (2 – 4) splitting is: 
       23.13.142,3.1 3642642,64  PPPC AV   (3.27) 
 
Figure 3.8 shows the error rate performance of the two sub-channels when (2 – 4) 
splitting is used. The increase in the value of alpha has a major effect in the 
improvement gained in the C-1 performance, at the expense of the C-2. Consequently 
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the average symbol energy will increase from 42d
2
 in a uniform constellation, to 44d
2
 
when α is equal to 1.1 and to 47d2 when α is equal to 1.3. 
 
In order to improve the error rate performance of the HP channel for the (3 – 3) splitting 
cases, the use of the non-uniform constellation shown in Figure 3.9 is suggested. In [63] 
– [65] multilevel hierarchical constellation arrangements for 64-QAM are introduced 
which formed the basis for the unique constellation arrangements proposed for both the 
64 and 256 QAM. 
 
Figure ‎3.8  SER performance for 64-QAM for 2-4 splitting 
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                             Figure ‎3.9 Non-uniform 64-QAM constellation with d1 = 2.3 
The I sub channel, shown in Figure 3.10 for d1 = 2.3, can be used to derive the BER 
expressions to accommodate this constellation. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.10 The I sub-channel for 64-QAM when d1 = 2.3 
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Assuming than an independent random data sequence is conveyed to each of the 
phasors of Figure 3.9 and that perfect coherent detection is carried out at the receiver, 
the BER for this constellation can be determined following the considerations below. 
With reference to figure 3.10 it can be observed, that the i3 bit error probability of the 
P1 phasor (a logical 0) will be corrupted if a noise sample with larger amplitude than d 
is added to it; in this case the decoded phasor will be P2. This bit error probability is 
represented by the first term of equation 3.26. However, when P1 is corrupted by a 
noise vector having amplitude larger than 5.3d, the decision becomes error-free again, 
although the decoded phasor is erroneously considered to be P4. This is represented by 
the second term in Equation 3.26. If the noise vector amplitude has larger than 9.6d, 
then the transmitted phasor will be corrupted again and the decoded phasor will be P6, 
and hence contributes the third term of equation 3.26. If the amplitude of the noise 
vector is larger than 13.9d, the decision becomes again error-free, and this is represented 
by the fourth term in the 3.26 equation. The i3 bit error probability of the phasor P1 is 
then given by the following summation of erfc functions: 
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Following a similar argument the error probability 
2
64
PP  of the i3 bit of phasor P2 is: 
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While:  
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The error probabilities 564
PP , 664
PP , 764
PP , 864
PP  are equivalent to those given by  164
PP , 
2
64
PP , 364
PP , 464
PP  correspondingly. Averaging the i3 bit error probabilities yields:  
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Applying similar arguments to those used in the formulation of  1
3
64 3.2 dP , the bit error 
probabilities for i1 and i2 can be expressed as: 
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The  1
1
64 3.2 dP ,  1
2
64 3.2 dP  and  1
3
64 3.2 dP  error probability curves evaluated using the 
equations 3.30 – 3.32 are displayed in Figure 3.11. 
 
                         Figure ‎3.11 BER performance of 64-QAM when d1 = 2.3 
 
3.5  Gray Coded 256-QAM 
The increased demand of high data rate for efficient multimedia communication can be 
satisfied with the use of 256-QAM, at least under a good channel environment. 
For the case of the 256-QAM system, each constellation point is represented by a 
unique 8-bit symbol. The complex phasors of the constellation are decomposed into 16-
level I and Q components. The amplitudes -15d, -13d, -11d, -9d, -7d, -5d, -3d, -d, d, 3d, 
5d¸ 7d, 9d, 11d, 13d  and 15d are assigned respectively the 4-bit Gray codes 1000, 1001, 
1011, 1010, 1110, 1111, 1101, 1100, 0100, 0101, 0111, 0110, 0010, 0011, 0001, 0000. 
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The four I and Q bits are denoted by 1i , 2i , 3i , 4i  and 1q , 2q , 3q , 4q  respectively. 
These bits are interleaved to give a 8-bit QAM symbol represented by  1i , 1q , 2i , 2q , 3i
, 3q , 4i , 4q . During the transmission, the 256-QAM phasors become corrupted, and 
they are demodulated using the decision boundaries shown in Figure 3.12. The bits 
1i , 
1q , 2i , 2q , 3i , 3q , 4i , 4q  are recovered according to: 
if I,Q   0 then 1i , 1q  = 0 
if I,Q < 0 then 1i , 1q  = 1, 
for the most significant bits, and 
if           I,Q   8d  then 2i , 2q = 0 
if   -8d   I,Q < 8d  then 2i , 2q  = 1 
if -8d  >  I,Q        then 2i , 2q  =  0, 
for the next most significant bits, 
if           I,Q 12d  then 3i , 3q = 0 
if  4d   I,Q < 12d  then 3i , 3q  = 1 
if   -4d   I,Q < 4d   then 3i , 3q  = 0 
if     -12d   I,Q < -4d   then 3i , 3q  = 1 
if          I,Q < -12d   then 3i , 3q  = 0, 
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for the next most significant bits, while finally for the least significant bits 
    if           I,Q 14d  then 4i , 4q = 0 
     if 10d   I,Q < 14d  then 4i , 4q  = 1 
      if   6d   I,Q < 10d   then 4i , 4q  = 0 
      if   2d   I,Q < 6d     then 4i , 4q  = 1 
     if -2d   I,Q <2d      then 4i , 4q = 0 
     if -6d   I,Q <-2d     then 4i , 4q = 1 
       if -10d   I,Q <-6d   then 4i , 4q  = 0 
       if -14d   I,Q <-10d then 4i , 4q  = 1 
       if -14d > I,Q      then 4i , 4q = 0. 
 
Figure 3.12 shows the square constellation diagram for 256-QAM. The phasors are 
denoted by the symbol P. For example, P0 represents the 00000000 symbol and P222 
represents the 11011110 8-bit QAM symbol. 
The constellation points of 256 QAM are normalised with the factor 1/ 170 to ensure 
that the average energy over all symbols is one 
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Figure ‎3.12  Standard 256-QAM constellation diagram 
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Similarly to the 16 and 64 QAM, the position of the bits in the 8-bit QAM symbol has 
an effect on their error probabilities, and they can create various sub-channels. 
According to [53] and [60] the BER for the 1i , 2i , 3i , 4i  bits are: 
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(3.38) 
Three different scenarios are investigated for a twin-class system: 
 i1, q1 bits in C-1 and i2, q2, i3, q3, i4, q4 bits in C-2. (2 – 6) splitting  
 i1, q1, i2 bits in C-1 and  q2,  i3, q3, i4, q4 bits in C-2.  (3 – 5) splitting   
 i1, q1, i2, q2   bits in C-1 and  i3, q3, i4, q4 bits in C-2.  (4 – 4) splitting   
 
For the above splitting scenarios the average probabilities of error for the High and Low 
Priority channels are: 
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The symbol error rate performance of C-1 and C-2 for the aforementioned splitting 
scenarios is shown in Figure 3.13. Similarly to 64-QAM, the C-1 that carries the 
important information of the video is better protected when splitting the bit stream into 
two sub-channels than when no partitioning is applied. The (2 – 6) scenario offers the 
best protected C-1 compared to the other 2 scenarios. Note that the performance of the 
non-partitioned bit stream has only a small advantage over the C-2 curve for 4-4 
splitting. The partition mechanism provides a very well protected C-1 and still a good 
performing C-2 sub-channel. 
 
 
                               Figure ‎3.13 SER performance for 256-QAM 
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3.5.1  Non-Uniform 256-QAM 
To enhance the error protection of the C-1 sub-channel, the non-uniform constellation 
of Figure 3.14 is proposed with α equal to 1.1. Note that when α = 1.1, d1 = 2.2and d2 
=2. The average symbol energy will increase from 170d
2 
in the uniform constellation to 
174.5d
2
 when α equal to 1.1. This constellation arrangement is suitable for the (2 – 6) 
splitting scenario. The Bit Error Rates for the 1i , 2i , 3i , 4i  bits when α is equal to 1.1 
can be computed from the formulas given below[54]: 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎3.14 Non-uniform 256-QAM constellation with α = 1.1 
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The average BER for both values of α for the HP and LP channels can be calculated 
from the formulas: 
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Figure 3.15 presents the symbol error rate performance of the HP and LP channels for 
the (2 – 6) splitting scenario for a 256-QAM system. Once again, increasing the value of 
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non-uniformity α will increase the HP error protection but will introduce degradation in 
the error performance of the LP channel. To increase the bits in the C-1 sub-channel, the 
splitting scenarios of (3 – 5) and (4 – 4) can be used. In the (3 – 5) scenario the HP 
channel will be formed by the 1i , 1q , 2i  where as the LP will  be formed by the 2q , 3i , 
3q , 4i , 4q  bits of the transmitted symbol. Similarly in the (4 – 4) scenario the HP 
channel will be formed by the 1i , 1q , 2i , 2q  where as the LP will  be formed by the  3i , 
3q , 4i , 4q  bits of the transmitted symbol.  A constellation arrangement to support this 
scenario in a non-uniform partitioning is shown in Figure 3.16. The average symbol 
energy increases to 44d
2
 when d1 = 1.1 and d2= 1 to 49d
2
 when d1 = 1.3 and d2 = 1. 
Employing similar arguments to those used for the 64-QAM by using the protection 
distances shown in Figure 3.17, new formulas for calculating the bit error protection of 
the i1, i2, i3, i4 are derived and can be summarised below. 
 
Figure ‎3.15 SER performance for 2-6 splitting for 256-QAM 
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 Figure ‎3.17 Non-uniform 256-QAM constellation with d1 = 1.3 
 
 
Figure ‎3.18  The I sub-channel for 256-QAM when d1 = 1.3 
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When d1 = 1.1 the BER formulas are: 
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When d1 = 1.3 and using the protection distances shown in Figure 3.17 the BER  
formulas can be expressed as: 
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The simulation results gave practically identical curves to those in Figure 3.18 when d1 
= 1.1 and to those in Figure 3.19 when d1 = 1.3 
 
                              Figure ‎3.19 Bit Error Rate for 256-QAM when d1 = 1.1 
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                                     Figure ‎3.20 BER for 256-QAM when d1 = 1.3 
The average BER for both d1 = 1.1 and d1 = 1.3 for (3 – 5) and (4 – 4) splitting for the 
HP and LP channels can be calculated from the formulas: 
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The error rate performance of the two sub-channels, when d1 is equal to 1.1and 1.3 and 
with d2 equal to 1 for the (4 – 4) splitting is shown in Figure 3.20. The error rate 
performance of the (3 – 5) splitting is shown in Figure 3.21. By examining the Figures 
3.19, 3.20 and 3.21, it is easy to observe that by increasing the degree of non-uniformity 
d1, the error protection of the C-1 is increased, whereas the error protection of the C-2 is 
decreased. 
 
 
                          Figure ‎3.21 SER performance for 4-4 splitting for 256-QAM 
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                                Figure ‎3.22 SER performance 3-5 splitting for 256-QAM 
3.6 Summary 
Different methods for applying unequal error protection have been introduced in this 
chapter using a dual priority M-QAM transmission system. Increasing the level of 
modulation, different partitioning schemes can be used to offer a better protection of the 
HP sub-channel that will be used to carry the most important information of the video 
data. Additionally the use of multilevel non-uniform constellations can increase the 
capacity in the HP, allowing more video data bits to be better protected. Increasing the 
degree of non-uniformity in the M-QAM constellations offers better error protection of 
the HP channel, but can introduces unacceptable degradation in the error performance 
of the LP channel. 
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CHAPTER 4  
4.0   VIDEO PARTITIONING. 
 
The main objective in this chapter is to show the development of an efficient partitioning scheme 
to split an already compressed video into two bit streams for the transmission of video signals 
over wired and wireless communication channels. The video partitioning is based on a 
separation of the I frames and P frames for constant bit rate transmission (CBR).  
 
Most existing video compression standards, including the H.264, have been developed 
for relatively benign, near error-free environments, and they cannot be directly applied 
in a hostile domain. One approach for overcoming this problem is to transmit the video 
via separate channels (C-1, C-2), using an unequal error protection strategy [63]- [65], 
[67] - [68]. The transmission rate for C-1 and C-2 has to be at fixed rates with equal-
sized partitioning, so the attention is devoted to CBR transmission. 
In this chapter, the main objective is to develop a partitioning scheme to split an already 
compressed video into two bit streams for the transmission of video signals over error-
prone channels.  As was mentioned earlier, the ITU-T H.264 video coding standard has 
been considered to compress the video signal before partitioning.   
 
4.1 Partitioning for Unequal Error Protection 
Video bit streams can be partitioned to segments of different priorities according to their 
impact on subjective quality. Different methods for unequal error protection of coded 
data can be used, for example, priority segments can be protected with unequal amount 
of FEC repair data scheduled for transmission such that the most important pieces can 
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be retransmitted if needed, or network congestion and packet losses can be avoided by 
omitting the transmission of the least important data. Partitioning methods can be 
roughly categorized into temporal and spatial partitioning. 
 
4.1.1  Temporal  Partitioning. 
Temporal partitioning according to the importance of pictures can be done based on the 
picture type (I, P, B) [69], or, more generally, based on classification into reference and 
non-reference picture. The importance of the reference picture can be scored according 
to the number of subsequent picture in decoding order that have direct or indirect 
prediction dependencies on the reference pictures. In other words, pictures at the tail of 
a GoP are less important then the pictures at the head of the GoP [70]. Non reference 
pictures do not affect decoding of any other and are therefore least important 
subjectively. The usage of the picture distance from the start of the GoP as a priority 
partitioning provides a greater number of priority classes. 
4.1.2   Spatial  Partitioning. 
Some video coding schemes offer quality and spatial scalability [71]. Spatial scalability 
is to generate two (or more) bit streams with different spatial resolutions. The base layer 
bit stream is in low resolution and the enhancement layer provides the data to improve 
the coded video to a higher resolution level. In a typical spatial partitioning, the input 
video is first spatially down-sampled to a lower resolution and coded to generate the 
base layer. The reconstructed base layer pictures are then up-sampled to the original 
resolution and are used in the prediction for the enhancement layer coding. Different 
spatial scalability approaches have been proposed based on the resolution pyramid [72], 
combined with a Sub-band-DCT approach [73]. 
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4.2  Unequal Error Protection UEP Assignment of H.264 /AVC 
Video. 
It is a well known fact that the binary bits in a compressed video bit-stream are not 
equally important, with some of the binary bits having higher importance compared to 
other binary bits [74]. For example, the video bit-stream‘s header is much more 
important than the AC coefficients data and thus it should be better protected against 
transmission errors. UEP, which is based on the priority encoding transmission in [75], 
is a transport level error control technique in which the more important bits in the 
compressed video bit-stream are better protected against transmission errors compared 
to the less important bits. There are many approaches in which the more important 
video bit-stream can be better protected against transmission errors compared to the 
other less important video bit-stream [76]. 
Frames of H.264/AVC can be classified into important levels called I-frames, B frames 
and P-frames [71]. The first frame in the GoP is an I frame which contains a large part 
of the picture data. P-frames record the different parts of two neighbouring pictures, like 
a motion vector. The extent in error propagation caused by transmission errors depends 
on the error positions in a frame in the coded video sequence [16]. The earlier an error 
occurs in a GoP, the more frames are affected. For example, transmission errors on a P-
frame immediately right after an I-frame will affect all the following frames in the GoP 
whereas an error in the last P-frame of the GoP does not affect any other frames. In 
other words, the frames in the GoP have descending importance and thus the rationale is 
that the first frame in the GoP should be allocated with a higher protection order, 
compared to the last frame in the GoP [15][16][77]. It is therefore beneficial to partition 
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the coded video bit-stream in such a way that the earlier frames in a GoP are better 
protected than the later frames in a GoP In addition to the non-uniformly distributed 
importance of I- and P-frames in a GoP, the proposed UEP scheme also takes into 
consideration the non-uniformly distributed importance of macroblocks within a video 
frame. When transmission errors occur at the macroblocks at the beginning of a video 
frame, the decoder will lose synchronization due to the variable length code used in 
video compression and this causes the decoder to stop the decoding process of the 
current video frame and restart the decoding process at the next video frame. On the 
other hand, if transmission errors occur on the macroblocks located toward the end of 
the video frame, the affected macroblocks are fewer. By taking this into consideration, 
this suggests that macroblocks at the beginning of every video frame should be 
allocated with a higher protection order, compared to the macroblocks at the end of the 
frames since macro blocks in the beginning of a video frame will cause more error 
propagation if errors occur in them, to confirm to this. A theoretical justification of this 
argument is given in [16]. Hence proposing a scheme in which the I-frame must gets 
more protection than the P frame and, for the reasons explained in the previous 
paragraph, the first frame in a group of 9 frames of pictures, which is then an I-frame 
and first half of the second and third frames which, are P frames, will be classified as 
HP data, while the second half of the second and third frames, will be classified as LP 
data, as shown in figure 4.1 
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Figure ‎4.1 Proposed UEP of the H.264/AVC 
 
 
4.3 UEP-DP with switching hierarchical QAM. 
As mentioned earlier, a conventional square Hierarchical quadrature amplitude 
modulation M-HQAM constellation [64] offers two levels of priority. HP data bits 
occupy the two MSBs of each point label while LP data occupies the remaining bits (i.e. 
2 bits for 16- and 4 bits for 64- and 6 bits for 256-HQAM). However, the fixed number 
of MSBs and LSBs requires the channel rates of the HP channel and LP channel to be 
constant and as noted earlier, for data partitioning there is no such a constant 
relationship. Therefore resort to a multilevel HQAM to switch the HP and LP bit 
lengths as explained below. 
In a multilevel HQAM [55, 64] the constellation points are placed in such a way that 
groups of bits within the point label have similar degrees of protection as previously  
Illustrated in the constellation diagrams of Figure 3.8 for 64 QAM and 3.15 for 256 
QAM. Two distance factors are now introduced d1 and d2; Note that these 
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constellations support many scenarios with 2 bits each for 16-QAM and 2-4, 3-3 for 64-
QAM and 2-6, 3-5, 4-4 for 256 QAM. The conventional HQAM is achieved, i.e. there 
are 2 HP bits and 4 LP bits for 64 –QAM and this means the proportion of HP is 33 per 
cent and LP is 66 per cent. 
 
4.4 Summary. 
This chapter has described a partitioning method to split the H.264 video coded 
information into two bit streams. This is arranged by taking into consideration the visual 
importance, as well as the sensitivity of the coded bit stream, against transmission 
errors. The key objective is to split the video into I frames and P frames, which is based 
on a constant bit rate transmission (CBR). At the receiver end, a pre-decoder is designed 
to join together the two-bit streams and to perform error concealment for the corrupted 
video bit stream. 
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CHAPTER 5  
5.0 Channel Coding Techniques 
This chapter describes the design and implementation of strategies for protecting the 
content of a video transmission by employing coding theory principles. It deals with the 
idea of transmitting video packets with embedded redundancy for attempting error 
recovery and improving the quality of the received video data. Both theory and practice 
of channel coding are well documented in open literature. In this chapter we provide a 
brief review of the basic principles in channel coding, with emphasis on Convolutional 
coding 
 
Channel coding refers to the class of signal transformations designed to improve 
communication performance by enabling the transmitted signals to better withstand the 
effects of various channel impairments, such as noise, interference, and fading. A 
straightforward method of making the signals more robust is to add redundant 
information to the transmission that allows the receiver to detect and correct channel-
induced transmission errors. There will always be patterns of errors that cannot be 
corrected and the codes can be more or less effective in their work. One way to 
construct good codes is to combine several simpler ones .Many different coding 
techniques are available, but all have the effect of expanding the size of the total 
information payload, typically by 50% or more for robust methods, and improving the 
SNR and SIR performance (although the specific benefits vary depending on the type of 
scheme employed). Channel coding techniques are usually classified into two 
categories: block codes and convolutional codes. In block codes such as Reed-Solomon 
codes [78], the data stream is divided into consecutive blocks of a certain length. Block 
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codes operate on relatively large (typically, up to a couple of hundred bytes) message 
blocks. The redundant bits are added to these data blocks for transmission, and the 
receiver decodes the data block by block. In convolutional codes, redundant bits are 
added continuously to the coder output. Convolutional codes operate on serial data, one 
or a few bits at a time. Although the two codes are produced in different ways, the trend 
in code design is toward a blending of the two strategies. Figure 5.1 shows the 
transmission system with Forward Error Correction (FEC). For further information on 
FEC the reader can be referred to [79] [80].  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎5.1 A typical transmission system with forward error correction. 
 
This chapter offers an introduction to FEC techniques and provides the benefits of basic 
error protection in multimedia applications.  
5.1 Convolutional coding. 
During the past 30 years, the field of error correction has been conquered to a degree by 
a family of techniques referred to as convolutional codes. The basic idea is that a 
sequence of information symbols is passed through a convolutional process, which 
weaves them together to produce a new sequence in which the information content of 
each original element has been blended through the entire sequence (or a significant 
portion of it). Each information symbol that is input to the convolutional process 
Output Input 
F E C Modulator Channel Demodulat
or 
F E C 
-1 
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partially influences the value of a number of output symbols. Each output symbol is 
composed of elements of a number of input symbols blended together. The result is a 
very powerful code that is stronger, bit for bit, than non-convolutional codes in many 
channels [81][82]. 
Convolutional codes are usually specified by two parameters: the code rate and the 
constraint length. The code rate, k / n, is expressed as a ratio of the number of bits into 
the convolutional encoder ( k ) to the number of channel symbols output by the 
convolutional encoder ( n ) in a given encoder cycle. The constraint length parameter, 
K, denotes the "length" of the convolutional encoder, i.e. how many k-bit stages are 
available to feed the combinatorial logic that produces the output symbols. Closely 
related to K is the parameter m, which indicates how many encoder cycles an input bit is 
retained and used for encoding after it first appears at the input to the convolutional 
encoder. The m parameter can be thought of as the memory length of the encoder. The 
figure below depicts a feed-forward convolutional encoder that has one input, two 
outputs, and two shift registers. 
The encoder shown in Figure 5.2 encodes the K = 3, (6, 7) convolutional code. The 
octal numbers 6 and 7 represent the code generator polynomials G1 and G2, which, when 
read in binary (1102 and 1112), correspond to the shift register connections to the upper 
and lower modulo-two adders, respectively. There are many choices for polynomials for 
any m order code. They do not all result in output sequences that have good error 
protection properties. Petersen and Weldon‘s book [83], contains a complete list of 
these polynomials. For example some of the convolutional codes are summarized in the 
table 5.1. 
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Figure ‎5.2 Convolutional encoder for ½ rate and k = 3. 
Convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding [84] [85] [86] is a FEC technique that is 
particularly suited to a channel in which the transmitted signal is corrupted mainly by 
AWGN noise. Viterbi decoding is one of two types of decoding algorithms used with 
convolutional encoding; the other type is sequential decoding.  
Table 5.1 Generator Polynomials for good rate ½ codes. 
Constraint Length 
G1 G2 
binary octal binary octal 
3 111 7 101 5 
3 110 6 111 7 
4 1101 15 1110 16 
5 11010 32 11101 35 
6 1110101 165 111011 73 
7 1111001 171 1011011 133 
9 110111 67 111001101 715 
 
Second output 
First output 
Input 
z
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z
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Sequential decoding has the advantage that it can perform very well with long constraint 
length convolutional codes, but it has a variable decoding time so it has been considered 
suitable for transmission of H.264 video frames. Viterbi decoding has the advantage that 
it has a fixed decoding time. It is well suited to hardware decoder implementation. 
However, its computational requirements grow exponentially as a function of the 
constraint length, so it is usually limited in practice to constraint lengths of K = 9 or 
less.  The following figures show the symbol error rates of a uniform and non-uniform 
M-QAM transmission system when the convolutional codes of Table 5.1 are applied 
with maximum likelihood Viterbi decoding supported by ―hard decision‖ in the 
demodulation process. The performance of the system is evaluated under AWGN 
channel conditions. 
 
Figure ‎5.3 SER with Convolutional coding for 16-QAM uniform   
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Figure ‎5.4 SER with Convolutional coding for 16-QAM non-uniform with α = 1.1  
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Figure ‎5.5 SER with Convolutional coding for 16-QAM α = 1.3 
 
Figures 5.3 and 5.5 show the symbol error rates of a uniform and non-uniform 16-QAM 
transmission system when the convolutional code was applied with maximum 
likelihood Viterbi decoding supported by ―hard decision‖ in the demodulation process. 
The performance of the system is evaluated under AWGN channel conditions. 
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Figure ‎5.6  SER for uniform & non-uniform 16-QAM with convolutional coding. 
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Figure ‎5.7  SER performance comparison of 16-QAM with & without convolutional 
coding. 
From figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 clearly to observe that increasing the value of the non-
uniformity improves considerably the error performance of the system. As was 
mentioned earlier, convolutional codes operate on serial data, one or a few bits at a time. 
The rate codes examined in this work operate on a bit-by-bit basis and therefore they 
will be suitable for the transmission system with layered video coding. This is because 
our goal in this chapter is to find error protection strategies that operate, in conjunction 
with the unequal error protection scheme discussed in the previous chapters. If 
convolutional coding is applied, as shown above, the LP layer will include error 
sensitive video information as well. For example, in a 16-QAM system, the 
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transmission symbol before FEC will be of the form i1, q1, i2, q2. The two MSBs have 
the highly error sensitive video information whereas the two LSB have the refinement 
video bits. After FEC the symbol will look like 
2211 2211
,,, qiqi PqPiPqPi ,  where P is the 
output of a systematic convolutional coder after 4 cycles for the HP and LP data 
respectively.  So, during the modulation process, the 4 first bits that correspond to the 
transmission symbol, i.e. 
11 11
, qi PqPi  will have only the important video data and the 
redundant bits, and will be mapped in the LP channel as well as in the HP channel. So, 
the idea of unequal error protection breaks down. If convolutional coding is used in 
layered video transmission, then additional multiplexing will be required to ensure the 
error sensitive video data is sent to the HP channel. 
 
5.2 Summary. 
This chapter presents the advantages that basic error correcting offers, and explores 
FEC techniques. The convolutional coding was introduced and described.  
The concept of convolutional coding is reviewed with emphasis on a maximum 
likelihood Viterbi decoding of ―hard decision‖. A convolutional encoder is portrayed for 
the purposes of the architecture with a coding rate of 1/2 rate and constraint length K = 
3. The convolutional code is examined and its SER was presented. The ½ rate 
convolutional coder with constraint length 7 and generator polynomials 171 and 133 is 
used since it is the most efficient coder for the purpose at hand. 
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CHAPTER 6  
 
6.0 Rayleigh fading channel 
Radio wave propagation within an urban environment can be typified by three basic 
mechanisms [87]: 
 Reflection takes place when the radio wave comes into contact with a smooth 
surface with very large dimensions as compared to the signal wavelength (λ). 
 Diffraction or shadowing occurs when a large sharp body comes in between the 
transmitter and the receiver causing secondary waves to be formed behind the 
obstruction. 
 Scattering takes place when a radio wave hits a rough surface with dimensions 
comparable to λ and causes the reflected energy to spread out (scatter) in every 
direction. 
The mobile radio channel experiencing the above mentioned propagation mechanisms, 
is time-variant and is classified to go through two broad categories of fading i.e. large-
scale (shadow) fading and small-scale (Rayleigh) fading. In the context of what follows, 
the primary concern will be to evaluate the performance of a single link i.e. an isolated 
communication system, over Rayleigh fading channels. The small-scale fading 
modelled by the Rayleigh distribution provides a good depiction of the scattering-rich 
mobile radio channel (typically found in urban environments) [87]. Rayleigh fading 
channels can be further classified into frequency selective fading, flat fading, fast fading 
and slow fading channels. A frequency selective fading channel distorts the signal over 
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its bandwidth and introduces inter-symbol-interference (ISI). A symbol transmitted at 
time-slot tn is said to experience ISI if it is affected by the symbols transmitted during 
time slots tn−1, tn−2, … , tn−r, the larger the r the greater the impact of ISI. Flat fading 
channels on the other end do not introduce any ISI, the received signal in a flat fading 
environment looks exactly the same as the transmitted signal except that it is time 
delayed and amplitude distorted. A channel is termed as fast fading if it changes 
significantly during one transmission interval whereas a slow fading channel may 
exhibit the same channel behaviour over one or more transmission intervals. The work 
in the chapter will mainly be limited to the analysis in flat and slow fading 
environments. Wireless communications on one hand have eased the life of its users and 
on the other have spurred new challenges for researchers. The average signal strength 
received by an antenna in some instances can be quite large, or otherwise can be so 
small that no message is likely to be received correctly. The brute force approach of 
increasing power is quite unpractical, as the modern mobile communication terminals 
are required to be lightweight, and, in wireless networks, more power for one link 
means more interference for another. Thus, a major challenge in wireless 
communication is to increase the communication rate and link reliability by utilising 
low power and spectrally-efficient systems. One proposed idea to achieve these goals 
has been to increase the number of antennas at both the receiver and the transmitter 
[78], [88].   For the purpose of this project, the Alamouti transmitter diversity scheme 
[89] will be used to model the flat and slow Rayleigh fading channel. 
6.1 Transmit diversity and space – time coding. 
Space-time coding is a coding technique designed for use with multiple transmits 
antennas. Coding is performed in both spatial and temporal domains to introduce 
correlation between signals transmitted from various antennas at various time periods. 
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Space-time coding can achieve transmitter diversity and power gain over spatially 
uuencoded systems without sacrificing the bandwidth [78]. 
The Alamouti scheme was historically the first space-time block code to provide full 
transmitter diversity for systems with two transmitter antennas [89]. In this section, a 
brief introduction to the Alamouti transmitter diversity technique is presented. The 
analysis is based on the book of Vucetic and Yuan [78].  
Figure 6.17 shows a block diagram of the Alamouti space-time encoder. Assuming that 
an M-ary modulation scheme is used, each group of m information bits ( Mm 2log ) is 
first modulated and then the encoder takes a block of two modulated symbols 1x  and 
2x  in each encoding operation and maps them to the transmitter antennas according to 
the code matrix given by: 
                       




 



12
21
xx
xx
Χ                                                                     (6.1) 
The encoder outputs are transmitted in two consecutive transmission periods from the 
two transmitter antennas Tx1 and Tx2. During the first transmission period, the signal 1x  
is transmitted from Tx1, and the signal 2x  from Tx2. In the second transmission period, 
the two signals  2x  and 

1x   are transmitted simultaneously from Tx1 and Tx2, 
respectively; 1x  is the complex conjugate of 1x . The encoding is done in both the space 
and the time domains. The transmission sequence from Tx1 can be denoted as 
  21 xx1x  and from the Tx2 as   12 xx2x . The key feature of the Alamouti 
scheme is that the transmission sequences from the two transmitter antennas are 
orthogonal, since the inner product of the sequences x
1
 and x
2
 is zero. 
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Figure ‎6.1 Block diagram of Alamouti space- time encodes. 
Figure 6.18 presents the block diagram of the receiver for the Alamouti scheme. The 
fading channel coefficients for Tx1 and Tx2 to the receive antenna Rx at time t are 
denoted by h1(t) and h2(t), respectively.  Assuming that the fading coefficients are 
constant across two consecutive symbol transmission periods, they can be expressed as 
follows: 
                           11111
j
ehhTthth                                            (6.2) 
And 
                        22222
j
ehhTthth                                                (6.3)            
Where ih  and i , i = 1, 2, are the amplitude gain and phase shift respectively for the 
path from transmitter antenna i to the receive antenna, and T is the symbol duration. 
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Figure ‎6.2 Block diagram of the receiver for the Alamouti scheme. 
At the receiver antenna, the received signals over two consecutive symbol periods, 
denoted by r1 and r2 for time t and t + T, respectively, can be expressed as: 
122111 nxhxhr   (6.4) 
212212 nxhxhr 

 (6.5) 
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where n1 and n2 are independent complex variables with zero mean, and power spectral 
density 20N  per dimension, representing additive white Gaussian noise samples at t 
and t + T , respectively. 
If the fading channel coefficients, h1 and h2, can be perfectly recovered at the receiver 
end, the decoder will use them as the Channel State Information (CSI). By assuming 
that all the signals in the constellation diagram of the modulation are equiprobable, a 
maximum likelihood decoder chooses a pair of signals  21 ˆ,ˆ xx  from the constellation 
diagram to minimize the distance metric: 
     122122221112 ˆˆ,ˆˆ, xhxhrdxhxhrd   
2
12212
2
22111
ˆˆˆˆ   xhxhrxhxhr  (6.6) 
Over all possible values of  1xˆ  and 2xˆ . Substituting (6.4) and (6.5) into (6.6), the 
maximum likelihood decoding can be expressed as: 
 
 
      22211222212221
ˆ,ˆ
21
ˆ,~ˆ,~ˆˆ1minargˆ,ˆ
21
xxdxxdxxhhxx
Cxx


 (6.7) 
where C is the set of all possible modulated symbol pairs  21 ˆ,ˆ xx , and  1
~x  and 2
~x  are 
two decision statistics constructed by combining the received signals with CSI. 1
~x  and 
2
~x  are given by the formulae: 
               
  22111
~ rhrhx                                                                                (6.8) 
                
  21122
~ rhrhx                                                                                (6.9) 
If r1 and r2 from (6.4) and (6.5) respectively are substituted into (6.8) and (6.9), the 
decision statistics become: 
                                2211122211~ nhnhxhhx                                          (6.10) 
                             1221222212~ nhnhxhhx                                            (6.11) 
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For a given realisation h1 and h2 , the decision statistics ix
~ , i = 1, 2 is only a function of 
ix , i = 1, 2. Thus (6.7) can be separated into two independent decoding rules for x1 and 
x2, given by: 
                                     112212221
ˆ
1
ˆ,~ˆ1minargˆ
1
xxdxhhx
Cx


                   (6.12) 
                                     222222221
ˆ
2
ˆ,~ˆ1minargˆ
2
xxdxhhx
Cx


               (6.13) 
The performance of the Alamouti transmitter diversity scheme on a slow flat Rayleigh 
fading channel has been evaluated by simulation. In the simulations, it was assumed that 
fading from each transmitter antenna to the receiver antenna was mutually independent 
and the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel coefficients. Figure 6.3 shows a 
comparison of the BER performances of the Alamouti scheme with BPSK, QPSK, 
8PSK and 16-QAM modulation schemes. The simulated results gave visually identical 
curves to previously published results in [89] and [90]. 
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Figure ‎6.3 BER performance comparison of M-PSK(M= 2,4 and 8) and 16-QAM with 
and without transmit diversity in Rayleigh fad
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CHAPTER 7 
7.0 SIMULATION RESULTS & ANALYSIS OF  VIDEO 
QUALITY 
The performance of the partitioned H.264 video transmission over a noisy channel have 
been evaluated by using various Gray coded M-QAM signal constellations , with 
average Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) used as a quality measure. The H.264 
based video partitioning technique discussed in Chapter 4 was applied to split the I 
frames and P frames of the well known sequence “Suzie” that conformed to the QCIF 
format. Another aspect of the experiments was the transmission of the video data; 
uniform and non-uniform M-QAM(16 ,64 and256), illustrated in Chapter 3, was used to 
transmit the bit stream via an AWGN channel. At the receiver end, the partitioned bit 
stream was fed to the predecoder and the aligned bit stream was forwarded to the 
standard ITU-T H.264 decoder.  
 
In video transmission, what ultimately matters to the user is the perceptual quality of the 
received video. Therefore, throughout this thesis, although we often use measures such 
as bit-error rate or symbol-error rate, good picture quality is the ultimate aim. Picture 
quality can be assessed with complicated subjective models which are not generalized 
and often very complex. A simpler and widely accepted measure is the Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR in dB) which is a common measure for objective video quality 
assessment by which many perceptually competent codec‘s are judged [91]. It is defined  
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As:                                                                𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10
2552
𝑀𝑆𝐸
 
where MSE is the Mean Squared Error between the elements of the processed and 
reference pictures [92].  
7.1  Simulation results on an AWGN channel without FEC. 
7.1.1  16-QAM 
The results for the average of the PSNR of the reconstructed frames for a 16-QAM 
system with unequal priority control (α = 1, 1.1 and 1.3) is introduced and when the bit 
stream is not partitioned are shown in figure (7.1). It is clear that the bit streams with 
unequal priority control have much better quality in the more noisy conditions where 
the SNR of the channel is low. In this case, when increasing the degree of non-
uniformity, the quality of the video increases significantly. For higher SNR values the 
unequal priority bit streams when α is equal to 1.2 and 1.3, have lower quality since the 
C-2 partition has poor error performance (see Figure 3.4). It is worth noticing that for 
uniform constellations the system results in a better quality of the received video for all 
SNR values, compared to the non-partitioned bit stream. The PSNR graph in Figure 
(7.1) includes the 95% confidence intervals to assess the stability of the results. Figure 
(7.2) compares the Average PSNR versus alpha values of hierarchical 16-QAM for a 
range of channel SNRs. It can be seen that when the alpha values increase (alpha =1.00 
and 1.3), this result in the highest Average PSNR. Based on these results, the best 
constellation arrangement for all SNR values of the channel for 16-QAM is presented in 
Table 7.1. 
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               Table 7.1 Best constellation arrangement for 16-QAM 
 SNR values (dB)    Constellation      
< 21.5 dB α = 1.3 
22 – 23 dB nonpartition & α = 1.1 
 
 
 
    
    
 
Figure ‎7.1  PSNR performance of the UEP scheme for Suzie video sequence. 
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Figure ‎7.2 PSNR performance for a range of alpha Suzie video sequence 
 
7.1.2  64-QAM 
The resulting PSNR of the reconstructed frames for a 64-QAM system with (2 – 4) 
splitting, when uniform and non-uniform (α = 1.1 and 1.3) constellation arrangements 
are introduced, and also when the bit stream is not partitioned, is presented in Figure 
7.3. The use of non-uniform constellations improves the quality of the system in more 
noisy conditions, where the SNR of the channel is low. For higher SNR values the non-
uniform constellations offer lower quality because of the major distortion in the C-2 
sub-channel. Figure 7.4 illustrates the performance of the system when the (3 – 3) 
splitting scenario is applied. It is easy to observe that the performance of the system is 
improved when using non-uniform constellations for low SNR values but exhibits a 
relative degradation as channel SNR increases; once more, this phenomenon is due to 
the poor error performance of the C-2.  The use of non-uniform constellations with α = 
1.3 improves the performance of the system when the SNR is less than 32.5dB; for α = 
1.1 the system is improved when the SNR is between 32.5-33 dB. 
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The best partitioning scenario and constellation arrangement for all SNR values of the 
channel for 64-QAM in Table 7.2. 
 
 
Figure ‎7.3   PSNR vs. channel SNR, 2-4 splitting for 64-QAM 
 
 
Figure ‎7.4 PSNR vs. channel SNR, 3-3 splitting for 64-QAM 
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Table 7.2 Best constellation arrangements for 64-QAM 
SNR Values (dB) Partitioning scenario Constellation arrangement 
    < 32.5 dB              2 - 4 α = 1.3 
     32.5 – 33 dB              2 - 4 α = 1.1 
     33 – 34.5              3 - 3   d1 
 
Figure 7-5 compares the PSNR performance for partitioned and non-partitioned bit 
streams. It can be seen that the 2-4 partitioned bit stream has better performance than 
the 3-3 partitioned and non partitioned bit streams.  
 
 
 Figure ‎7.5 PSNR performance comparison of 64-QAM 
7.1.3 256 – QAM 
Three partitioning scenarios were tested for a 256-QAM system, the 2 – 6, 3 – 5 and      
4 – 4 partitioning and uniform and non-uniform constellations were used to transmit the 
video signal. The PSNR performance comparisons between the splitting scenarios are 
presented in Figures 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 respectively. It is obvious that the partitioned 
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bit streams have much better quality than the non-partitioned bit stream for all SNR 
values of the channel. It is also clear that the non-uniform constellations improve the 
performance of the systems in error-prone channels and introduce quality degradation in 
the more error-free channels.   
 
 
Figure ‎7.6 PSNR vs. channel SNR, 2-6 splitting for 256-QAM 
 
 
Figure ‎7.7 PSNR vs. channel SNR, 3-5 splitting for 256-QAM 
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Figure ‎7.8 PSNR vs. channel SNR, 4-4 splitting for 256-QAM 
The best partitioning scenario and constellation arrangement for all SNR values of the 
channel for 256-QAM is presented in table 7.3. 
Table 7.3 best constellation arrangement for 256-QAM 
SNR values (dB) Partitioning scenario Constellation arrangement 
39 – 40 dB   2 - 6  α = 1.1 
40 – 41 dB  3 – 5    d1 
41 – 42 dB  4 - 4    d1 
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Figure ‎7.9 PSNR performance comparison of 256-QAM  
 Figure 7 -9 shows the comparison of the PSNR performance of 2- 6 & 3-5 & 4-4 
splitting and non-partitioned of 256-QAM respectively. It can be seen that the 2-6 
partitioned bit stream has better performance than the 3-5 partitioned and non 
partitioned bit streams. 
7.2  Simulation result of 16-QAM on AWGN channel with FEC. 
Figure 7.10 demonstrates the PSNR performance of the received video data when 
convolutional coding is applied to both the HP and LP layers, when α is equal to 1.1, 1.3 
in a 16-QAM system. Convolutional coding improves the quality of the video 
dramatically when α is equal to 1. By increasing the value of α, the video quality 
improves, but only at low SNR values. This is due to the very bad error performance of 
the LP layer when increasing the value of alpha, as can be seen in Figure 5.4. Hence, 
hierarchical constellations, together with convolutional coding at both layers, improve 
the quality of service only at low SNR values.  
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Figure ‎7.10 PSNR vs. channel SNR, 16–QAM with Convolutional coding in both 
layers 
 
7.3  Simulation results for 16 QAM on a Rayleigh fading channel 
Figure 7.11 demonstrates the PSNR of the decoded video bit stream for a uniform 16-
QAM system when convolutional coding has been employed in both layers (see section 
5.3) and when the bit stream is uuencoded and partitioning or non-partitioned; the 95% 
confidence intervals are also presented. It can be easily observed that in a Rayleigh 
fading channel, partitioning the bit stream offers a significant increase in the quality of 
the received bit stream. Moreover, employing convolutional coding in both the HP and 
LP layers improves the quality.  
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Figure ‎7.11 PSNR vs. channel SNR, 16 – QAM in Rayleigh fading channel 
 
Of service even more. It should be noted the no partitioned bit stream was unable to be 
decoded for SNR values less than 40 dB, whereas the partitioned bit stream was 
decoded but with major visual distortion 
 
7.4 Summary 
In this chapter the results and analysis of the proposed techniques tested over an AWGN 
channel were presented. The MQAM system (M = 16, 64 and 256) various scenarios of 
partitioning and constellation arrangements were examined; simulation results showed 
that partitioning the video bitstream into two layers of different visual importance 
results in a significant improvement in the quality of the received video. In order to 
improve more the quality of the system, the techniques of applying unequal priority 
control to the different parts of the data have been investigated. It was observed that the 
bitstream with unequal priority control offer better video quality for error-prone 
channels, whereas for better channel conditions the uniform partitioned systems offer 
better performance. In particular, the best results are obtained by using a splitting that 
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gives fewer bits in the high priority channel and separating the quadrants by the 
maximum possible distance. When channel coding was used in 16-QAM , the best 
results occurred when convolutional coding was applied in both the HP and LP layers of 
the data. However, combining the two aforementioned techniques produced a 
significant improvement to the quality of the system. As  a feasibility of video 
transmission using H.264/AVC with partitioned QAM , the H.264/AVC employing the 
partitioned QAM to transmit two independent data streams separately namely high 
priority (HP) and low priority (LP) , gave different levels of robustness of video data 
against   the errors.  The Alamouti transmitter diversity scheme was used to overcome 
the effects of fading. As expected, higher channel SNRs are required for reliable 
transmission in all experiments. For the 16-QAM system that was examined, the same 
phenomenon as the AWGN channel was observed; unequal priority control improved 
the quality of the system compared to the non-partitioned bitstream. Additionally the 
use of convolutional coding in both layers gave a boost to the quality of service of the 
system. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
8.0   CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK. 
8.1   CONCLUSIONS. 
Reliable wireless transmission of video has been addressed in this thesis where the main 
challenge is to tackle the limited bandwidth and the poor and variable channel SNR. 
The main objective in this work was to investigate the transmission of compressed 
video bit streams via a twin class M-QAM (M = 16, 64 and 256) system. This required 
developing a robust video partitioning scheme where each partitioned bit stream can be 
transmitted by a separate M-QAM transmission channel. A hierarchical video coding 
scheme has been exploited in order to split the H.264 video data into an arbitrary 
number of partitions in decreasing order of visual importance. This was arranged by 
taking into consideration the visual importance as well as the sensitivity of the coded bit 
stream against transmission errors. A twin class priority bit classification was 
established, in terms of the transmission aspects, to protect the vitally important video 
data bits (ability to reconstruct the main picture) by transmitting them via a High 
Priority channel, whereas the video enhancement bits (adding the detail) are transmitted 
over the Low Priority channel. A method of partitioning the bit stream has been 
proposed which is based on separating the I frame and P frames and is then applied to 
split the compressed video bit stream, where the H.264/AVC coding standard is used to 
encode the QCIF video input. At the receiver end a pre-decoder is designed to join 
together the two-bit streams. An M-QAM system has been considered for transmitting 
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the video data through a multi-priority channel utilising a unique interface approach 
between the video data and the transmission elements. Various partitioning scenarios of 
the transmitted symbol and constellation arrangements have been examined and the 
simulation results showed that the use of non-uniform constellations offer better video 
quality for error-prone channels. For the AWGN channel, for better channel conditions 
the uniform partitioned systems offer better performance. In particular, for small SNR 
values, best results are obtained by using a splitting that gives fewer bits to the high 
priority channel and separating the quadrants by the maximum possible distance. For 
intermediate SNR values, the best results are achieved by increasing the number of bits 
in the high priority channel, and decreasing the protection distance in the constellations. 
For high SNR values, uniformity in both the splitting and the constellation gives the 
best results. It was observed that increasing the protection distances α and d1 in the 
constellation diagrams the HP protection is increased but this decreases the LP 
protection. This method does not provide any error protection as does channel coding; 
what is actually offered is the unequal priority control to the different parts of the data. 
To achieve a good quality of service in low channel SNRs,   channel coding techniques 
were investigated. The ½ rate convolutional coder with constraint length 7 and 
generator polynomials 171 and 133 was introduced and its performance was examined. 
The best error protection was achieved when convolutional coding was applied in both 
the HP and LP layers. This method has limitations and can be only applied to systems 
with the same channel rate for both layers. 
The Alamouti transmit diversity scheme was used to overcome the effects of fading. For 
the 16-QAM system that was examined, the same phenomenon as the AWGN channel 
was observed; unequal priority control improved the quality of the system compared to 
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the non-partitioned bit stream. Additionally, the use of convolutional coding in both 
layers gave a boost to the quality of service of the system. 
Finally, antenna diversity techniques were presented that focused on combating the 
phenomenon of fading in wireless channels. Simulation results showed that the equal 
gain combining technique offered the best error protection, and the error rate of both HP 
and LP channels were improved dramatically by increasing the number of receiving 
antennas. 
8.2 Suggested Future Work. 
To enhance the performance of the transmission system in wireless channels, the use of 
more sophisticated error correcting codes, than the one exploited in chapter 5 would be 
expected to offer improvement in the performance of a mobile video communication 
system. Turbo codes are a class of recently-developed high-performance error 
correction codes finding use in applications where designers seek to achieve maximal 
information transfer over a limited-bandwidth communication link in the presence of 
data-corrupting noise [93]. Of all practical error correction methods known to date, 
turbo codes come closest to approaching the Shannon limit, the theoretical limit of 
maximum information transfer rate over a noisy channel. In turbo coding, the output of 
the decoding process is used to readjust the input data. This iterative process improves 
the quality of the decoder output, although the returns from the process diminish with 
every iterative loop. One type of turbo encoder can be the Parallel Concatenated 
Convolutional Code (PCCC). It consists of two convolutional encoders in parallel 
separated by an interleaver. The encoders are recursive and systematic. This is not by 
any means the only possible turbo coder implementation. The encoders can also be 
connected serially (Serial Concatenated Convolutional Coder [SCCC]), where the 
interleave is between the encoders. The component encoders can also be block coders 
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instead of convolutional encoders, in which case the turbo encoder type is a Parallel 
Concatenated Block Coder (PCBC) or a Serial Concatenated Block Coder (SCBC). The 
task of the interleaver is to randomize the data before it enters the second encoder. The 
interleaver consists of a rectangular matrix. It performs both intra-row and inter-row 
permutations for the input bits, and the output bit sequence is pruned by deleting these 
bits, which were not part of the input bit sequence [94]. The outcomes of this study can 
contribute towards the selection of the most appropriate convolutional code for 
designing any of the aforementioned turbo coding schemes.  
Another interesting way forward would be to employ the idea of Multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) modelling. MIMO is a model for multi-antenna 
communications systems. During the last few years, MIMO technology has attracted 
much concentration in the area of wireless communications, since significant increases 
in throughput and range are possible at the same bandwidth and same overall transmit 
power expenditure. In general, MIMO technology increases the spectral efficiency of a 
wireless communication system. The MIMO idea was inspired by the seminal works of 
Foschini [95], [96] and Telatar [97].  
In addition to above, currently broadband access is gaining momentum and 
consequently the market penetration rate of broadband services is increasing 
dramatically. As a result, new generations of broadband mobile communication systems 
are presently being developed to support efficient multimedia and internet-based 
applications. In order to satisfy requirements for high data rate transmissions for high 
resolution video and other multimedia applications, new advanced technologies have 
been proposed that include efficient employment of M-QAM schemes [8] – [9]. The 3G 
systems can provide a maximum data rate of 2 Mbit/s for the indoor environment which 
is less than that needed for the currently evolving multimedia applications requiring 
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very high bandwidth with mobility. This has led researchers investigate to the evolution 
of 4G systems that are expected to be able to transfer data up to 100 Mbit/s in stationary 
mode, with an average of 20 Mbit/s when travelling. To achieve these objectives, Multi 
Carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) can be applied to accomplish very 
large average user throughputs. To further enhance the spectral efficiency of the system, 
some form of adaptive modulation can be applied as proposed in [9], [12] and [13]. The 
idea is to change the digital modulation format adaptively depending upon the condition 
of the channel. When channel conditions are poor, a lower order modulation scheme is 
used to maintain the required bit error rate. As channel quality improves, higher order 
modulation schemes are used to achieve higher spectral efficiency [14]. The main 
challenge here is to come up with an optimal constellation for the QAM technique both 
in terms of bit error rate (BER) performance and complexity. The results presented in 
chapter 7 might therefore be used towards the design and development of an adaptive 
modulation scenario. 
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Appendix A Symbol error rate trade-off in partitioned two channel M-QAM 
 
Assumptions made for M-QAM at a specific SNR are: 
1. For un-partitioned M-QAM there are m bits per symbol, each having bit error probability 
p. This implies 
mM 2 . 
2. For two channel partitioned M-QAM there are 1m high priority channel bits per symbol 
each having bit error probability 1p  and 2m  low priority channel bits per symbol each 
having bit error probability 2p , such that 21 ppp  and .21 mmm   
3. 12 mm   and both 1221 / with 2by  divisibleboth  are  and mmmm  a positive integer. 
4.   All bits are independent. 
 
Proposition 
Under the above assumptions, at a specific SNR a partitioned M-QAM system will have 
a lower symbol error probability than the corresponding un-partitioned system provided 
that the following inequality is satisfied: 
 )( 2
1
2
1 pp
m
m
pp     
This result is exact for 21 mm   and is an approximation (obtained by ignoring higher 
order terms in 2 and pp ) for 12 mm  , which is justified for small 2 and pp . 
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Proof 
Under the assumptions 1-3 above, the symbol error probability for un-partitioned M-               
QAM     is 
               21)1(1
mm
p
       
                The symbol error probability for the corresponding two channel partitioned system is: 
                21 )1()1(1 21
mm
pp     
               We therefore require conditions under which the following inequality holds: 
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                 Manipulating this we get the following: 
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                    Now taking the th1m root of both sides we get: 
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                  To satisfy this inequality we require the following: 
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                   Applying a binomial expansion to the two terms on the RHS we have: 
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Since 
2 and pp  are both likely to be small, then ignoring their higher order terms we finally 
have: 
 
 
If  
21 mm   then there will be no higher order terms involved and so the inequality is exact.        
If 
21 mm   then the inequality is an approximation which is justified for small 21  and , ppp . 
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1
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